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ABSTRACT

The loss ofmany aCthe finite verbal forms ofSanskrit between the Vedic period (1200
700 B.C.) and the Classical period (400-1700 JU>.) has been well documented (Burrow
1955; TanporewaJa 1961; Pap 1990; Masica 1991). By the Classical period. the three finite
past tenses., the aorist, perfect and imperfect. had "fallen [ogether" and were being used
interchangeably to relate past events (Taraporewala 1967:76; Misra 1968:62; Whitney
1889/19670201).

This thesis investigated verbal forms of a text of late Classical Sanskrit, the
Ve/~. Twenty Five Tales ofa Demon', with a view to discovering some of the
directions taken in the post-Vedic process of "rebuilding" the verbal system.

Iambhaladatta's version of theVet~ was found to contain twO systems used
to indicate past events: the 'archaic' (including the aorist, imperfect and perfect) and the
'innovative' (including the P-oriented participle -to and the A-oriented participle -Iavant). The
three 'old' tenses showed 00 significant semantic differences., coasistent with their
acknowledged "coUapse". although the perfect did show a discourse function of indicating
"tina1ity". The P-orier:d:cd. -fa participle was used three times as often as the A-oriented ·tavant
paniciple, indicating that in the 'new' system. the symactic shift from A- to P-orientation (as
in Hock 1986) was well underway.

The Historical Present, consistent with its function in all periods of the language,. was
heavily used for" the "lively" oamtioo: ofpast events, both as a main verb. and as the auxiliary
compooent ofanalytic Conns.

The 'new' system also showed tJUJDerOUS analytic aspectual forms. To indicate
imperfective aspect. eonsouctions involving the pruent participle plus wxiliaries"stha 'to
stand', Jas 'to stay,sil', and 'llidyaU<Jvid'to find' were used extensively. The auxiliary vidyaJ.~

was noted to be a recategorized middle voice vub, with features of both A- and P
orientarion. Retrospec::tNe aspect was~ indicated by c:onsttucrioDS mvolving the PPP
combined with the auxiliary Jas 'to be; this consaucrion was especia11y common mdirect
speech.

The increase in anaJytic forms. clearly marked for imperfective aspect, was considered to
be a str'Iiegy to redress an imbalaDce in the 'old' system of preterite tenses where imperfective
aspect was under represented.
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A NOTE ON TRANSCRIPTION

With apologies to JXD'!4ilS who find any transliteration of Devanagarian abomination:
Nahipiiamsya:lgr:Jlqiralit~dJu:tam,1et not cow's milk be polluted by being put into
a dog's skin', below is a clarification ofsome or the symbols I have used in this thesis.

Because this work involves extensive quotation from Emeneau's edition of the
VelRapaiicaviri!i:lti, [ have followed the transaiption system which he employs (although [
acknowledge that this system is not up to date as far as anusw;a and the velar nasal are
concerned). Thus, retroflex consonants are transcribed with a subscript dot:

Also transcribed with a subscript dot is the syllabic liquid r:
f(as in mfJa}
and visarga
~(asinga~)

srepresents the paIataI sibilant (as in ve.(ya)
s represents the dental sibilant (as in sahma)
c represents the voiceless palatal affiieate (as in eatV;al!)
j represents the voiced paJatal affricate (as in ria)

All stops can be aspirated: kh; gil; ch; jtt; ~ 4h; th;~ ph; bh. These aspirated segments are
considered single consonants.

The nasa! series is transaibed as follows:
velar n (as in AnaligasenlJ
palatal a(as inpalica)
dental n (as in bhaviilr)
bilabial m(as in mayj)

Following Emeneau.,. amuv.ra is transcribed as an ID. with a suptnuipt dot (as in wmaM.,
sa.wketastlt.i7am), whereas nasalization is indicated with an D with a superscript dot (as in
priirMs, or in the title of the work VeIRapaiicaviJibtz). (See CardoDa 1988:xx.iii; also
Mower-Williams 1899/1993:xxxvi, 1014, who refers to the laner as ·uue" amtSV.w-a.)

The double apostrophe (") is used to indicate the elision ofa loal vowel after a homorganic
vowel (long or shan) as in atra 4rztal! a.rti>atra "gata 'str). When parsing quotations from
Emeneau's text, sandhi is left intAct aDd DOt dissolved.
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TENSE AND ASPECT INTRE VF:TAuPANCAVlNSA11.

A WORK OF LATE CLASSICAL SANSKRIT

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Prumble

"At some time in the second millennium B.C., probably comparatively early in the

millennium, a band or bands of speakers ofan lnclo-European language, wer to be called

Sanskrit. entered India over the northwest passages" (Emeneau 1980:85). The descendants

ofthese early invaders provided humanity with its first and, arguably. its most comprehensive

and elegant treatise on grammar, a huge corpus ofpoerry, drama and prose, all composed in

a language whose "wonderful structure" has been the passion, delight and challenge of

linguists for three thousand years.

Despite Pi~'S best etroltS to maintain the language aCthe Vedas intact, for that was

indeed his expresi purpose (Misra 1966: 17). 'Sanskrit' did change over the centuries. The

language of Late Classical Sanskrit. used in Medieval India dwing the period in which the

Ve~was written. bas been dubbed variously a "less correct form ofSanskrit",

·Prakrit in disguise" (Burrow 1955:354), "simplified" Sanskrit (MUlti 1984:57), or even

"depraved" (Whitney 1889/1967:xv). The category of the dual had been lost, and the

active/middle distinction in voice diathesis had been downgnded to the extent that an Epic

poet. in search of a rhyme. could often choose either voice willy-nilly. with no change in



meaning (paranjape:personal communication).' Masica (1991:262) refers to me -almost

complete destruction" of the old tense system. The wealm ofVedic (1200-700 B.C.) finite

verbal fomls (19) had been eroded to a mere nine in the classical (400-1700 A.D.) period. Of

these. the three active 'preterite' tenses, the aorist, perfect and imperfect, had "fallen

togetber"l and were used interchangeably, with no semantic distinctions (pap 1990:29;

Taraporewala 1967:76; Misra 1968:62; Whitney 188911967:201).

This thesis discusses, with specific reference to the VelMapaiicaviri!iJti, a work of late

Classical Sanskrit. cenain of the non-finite participial and periphrastic constructions which

arose to fill the void [eft by the loss of the finite preterite tenses. Because the discussion

centers on the categories of tense and aspect, a brief definition of these tenns is given as

introduction and background.

1. 1 De'-tOiooa O('te:DH', 'upect' and 'AktioIWllf'.

Very few fields of linguistic enquiry geoerate as much controversy and confusion as the

categories of 'tense' and 'aspect'. I a.ssume for the purpose of this work: exrremely broad

"N~., cautioos Speija" (188611980:237), "theori~ difference between active and
medial is not lost. Not omy the grammarians, who have invented the terms parasmai padam
and titmanepadam, but the language itselfshows, it is wen aware ofil." That this is the case
will be seen in the discussion ofauxiliary verb vidyare in §4.

This is afunctional "falling together"; morphologically, these categories "remain distinct:
...this is also true for Old Irish and Tocharian, but here the grammarians lump the two
together solely on functional grounds as preterites, whereas in Latin and Germanic there is
much morphological conflation as wen" (Kerns and Schwanz 1972: 16).



worlcing definitions of these terms. foUowing the work of Comrie (1976), Dahl (1985),

Maslov (1985), and Hewson and Bubenik (1997).

1. 1. 1 Tease

Whereas both tense and aspect refer to the general idea of time, they

give concrete expression to this idea in different ways. Tense meanings
express this generaJ idea as a loca1isat:ion of the action in rime, primarily by its
orientation in relation to the moment of speech. ..Tense meanings are
essentially deictic, concerned with orientation in rime (Maslov 1985:2-3).

Depending on language specific divisions of 'time', tense systems can be ternary, the

"commonest" according to Comrie (1976:2), dividing 'time' into past. present and future,

(such as Latin or French) or binary, dividing 'time' into past and non-past, which laner

category includes, as in Ecglish, both present and future (Sweet 1892). Many Bantu

1anguages divide the 'basic' time frames yet again into degrees of'past-ness' or 'future-ness';

KiSulcuma. a Bantu language of tile Southern Lake Victoria Region', distinguishes a near,

middle and far past:

Far Past

doagcli
Webougbt'

(many years ago)

Middle Past

doigoliJe

Webougbt'

(just • few days ago)

Near Past

doigoLosi'
'We just bought'

(a few hours ago)

With over 2,000,000 speakers, making it the largest in Tanzania (Nurse:personal
communication),

Data from IWIa Masele.



1.1.1 AspKt

Aspect, on the other hand., does not have a deictic or localising function. It refers not to

an atemal temporal designation, but rather to a description of the internal constitution of

an event: in broad terms whether the event is ongoing (progressive or imperfective aspect)

either in the past. present or future., (i.e.• He WaJ writiag a letter when [ entered; While

cutting his toenails.. he answers the phone; She will be setring when you arrive) or completed

(perfective aspect), again, regardless ofthe 'time' frame: (i.e.• Havial writtCD the letter. be

leftIIeaveslwillleave the buikling)(Sweet 1892: 101). The distinction betWeen these two types

ofaction is conceptualized both by Saussuce (1916/1959:117) and by Mum (1984: 264) in

terms of 'point' (perfective) as opposed to 'line' (unperfective). Others try to capture the

distinction by the use of6lm metaphors:-perfectives pbotograph, while imperfectives film

(Poldauf and ~pnmk 1968;213, quoted in Chatterjee 1988:23).

There is a third important type ofaspect, to be discussed at greater length in Chapter Five,

§5. I. 1-2, which Comrie refers to as Perfect, but which, in order to avoid confusion between

Perfect and Perfective, [ will henceforward refer to as retrospective. after Hewson and

Bubenik: (1997: 14). Unlike the other two aspects which we have mentioned, the retrospective

-tells us nothing directly about the situation in itsd( but rather relates some state to a

preceding situation... [it] indicates the continuing present relevance of a past situation

(Comrie 1976:52). The retrospective is most naturally translated by an English perfect, or a



stative present'. Thus we bave the three-way opposition, familiar from those [E languages

which distinguish imperfect, aorist and perfect (such as Ancient Greek):

IMPERFECITVEo (omperl'ect)

PERFECTIVE: (aorist)

RETROSPECITVEo (pert'ect)

egrapbon tSn episto~ 1 was writiDg the letter.'

egrapsa ~n epistol~n 1 wrote the letter.'

gegrapha t~n epistol~n 1 bave wriUen the letter.'

(SeeHewso,u",dBubenik 1997033).

There is, Comrie notes (1976:63-4) "a more natural relationship between perfect

[retrospective] and perfective tban between perfect [retrospective] and imperfective... [it]

looks at a situation in terms of its consequence, and, while it is possible for an incomplete

situation to have consequences, much more lilcely that consequences will be consequences of

a situation that has been brought to completion."

Wbertts a verbal form may carty only one tense marking (may, of necessity refer to only

one time frame), it may be marked for several aspects (may view the intemaJ constituency

ofthe actions in severaI ways simultaneously). Green refers (1987:262) to the "bewildering

array ofprogressive aspect forms" found in this example from a Spanish newspaper:

el buque ha estado siendo consrruido 'the ship bas been being built'

Morphosyntactically, aspect may be either:

Compare Swahili, where the prefix -me- macks retrospective aspect. The statement Q-1ffL

choka may be translated literally as 'He bas got tired' or, 'He is tired' (Stative). Similarly: Q

IIV.-fika, 'He has come/arrived' or, 'He is here:



i. synthetic. "~e there is only a single word which has both tense and aspect. the laner

being marked by suffixation, as in Classical Latin" (Hewson and Bubenik 1991: 14). where.

for instance. the ·v- (phonological .'~U-l) in such fonns as am8l11. amaveram. a1n<iw!r6 marks

retrospective aspect, or :

ii analytic., "where there is an auxiliary which carries the tense maril::er. to which the lexical

verb Cm an appropriaIe aspectual fonn) is dependent. as in English / have spt:JUn. " (Hewson

and Bubenik 1997:14).7

Scholars debate the historical primacy of tense and/or aspect. with Szemerenyi (1969:

169) taking the self-admittedly "unorthodox" view that "the earliest opposition in {P)rE was

between present and preterite. and therefore aspect arose secondarily". Kurytowicz (1964:

130ft) represents the more commonly accepted opinion: "The [ndo-European verbal system

was based on the contrast of aspectS. Expression oftense was notoriously posterior to this

opposition." More of this will be said below (§1.4).

FmaJIy, we may note that aspectual distinctions are pm:eived by many scholars as being

more fundamental and basic to a system of ..-erbal re:presentation than are those of tense:

Givan (1982) notes that severallanguagcs, such as Biblical Hebrew and Creoles. get along

quite well with only aspectual distinctions. Some authon (Masica 1991 :262) have suggested

There is owch cross--linguaJ. evidence that synchronically synthetic forms were once analytic:
i.e., developed from what was originally a parataxis ofindependent morphemes via processes
of phonological decay and subsequc:m cliticization. (See Moshi (1994: 129) for evidence from
KiVunjo-Chaga; Givan (1971, 1982); also see chapter 5, §S.I.2 for evidence from Sanskrit
utd~)



that this primacy may be reflected iconically in the relative positioning of morphological

markers. with aspect marlcers closer to the root of the finite verb than are the (often

peripheral) markers indicating tense. This remains an area ofpoSSlole funher researth.

1. 1.3 AktioIlSiUt

A third category ofwbat Rohrer (1977:3) calls -die untTalen Kategoriendes Vtrbs" is

Alctionsart - a Gennan word meaning, liten1ly. 'action-type'. [follow Comrie (1976:70) in

considering Alctionsart to be primarily a lexical, as opposed to a grammatical, phenomenon.

Some verbs, for example. are inherently perfective or imperfective, their grammatical

category determined by -the kind ofevent that is represented by the lexeme- (Hewson and

Bubenik 1997:16). Thus, such verbs as 'drink', 'talk' or 'carty' have typically imperfective

Abionsarr. whereas verbs.such as 'give'. 'be born', 'score' are, by the nature of the events they

describe, typitaIly perfective. The two categories imcrac:t so extensively. however. that -there

is DO accepted demonstration of a borderline between aspcc:t and A/ction.sart" (Chatterjee

1988:25; see also Lyons 19n,Volume ll:706)

1. 1. 4 Tease, Aspect.ad AktioIUlUt ill Saaflait

Classical Sanskrit, like Latin. followed. ternary division of 'time' into: present (Larin

praesens 'being before' our eyes; Sanslait vartiI1Ir~ 'existing-time'), past (praeteritum

'gone by'; Sanskrit bhl6o-kS/a 'been-time') or future (fulllr'Um 'that which is to be'; Sanskrit

bhavisyaJ-Icila 'to be-time'). Which of the three time frames is being referred to is clearly



marked on Sanskrit finite verbs by means ofinfleaional affixes. For example.

PRESENT

PAST

'Rama makes a mat:

rnaIJ kafOln akarol/cak.;a/ak~l 'Rima made a mat.'

imperfect/perfect/aorist

Ft.mJRE r~ka~ karisyllli 'R.ima will make a mat.'

Whereas in the Classical language, a preterite event could be described indiscriminately

by the usc ohoy ofme 'past tenses' (as in the examples above), in the Vedic language (as will

be discussed in Chapter 2) the three past tenses indicated, according to Piz:Uni (to be

discusssed in Chapter 2), and much as in the Bantu data above, degrus of past time.

Beginning in the Late Vedic period and continuing with increasing frequency into the later

language, such as will be seen in my corpus, past events were described by the usc ofnon-

finite forms, such as the participles in -ta and -ta\IQfII. This was indeed their traditional

function, as indicated by~ (1.1.26). who describes the suffixes -10 and ·ravat as nifl)t8

(bh~e) "ocauring after a verbal root when. the action dcooted is in the past" (3.2.102).

A=nling to some scholars, tbe paniciple in -I« discussed CXlC1Sively below (§1.2.1) and

in Chapter 4, was oritiaaUy used for indicating not preterite tense but perfective and

retrospcc:tive asp«L Andenoo (1977) cxmsiders this participle with a "clear perfective sense"

to have been the source ofthe lA ergative construction. This is also the contention ofTrask

(1979), discussed below. Although scholars arc stroogly divided 00 the nature oftbe-to

participle, all agree on its typOlogical. impottanee. Several of the more significant of these

differing theoretical pcrspcctives arc discussed briefly below.



1.2 Typological Errects ortbe Loss of the Preterite Tenses

The loss ofme wee active preterite tenses had a profound effect on the typology of the

language:

When a language Ioses...an inflected perfect. it is plausible to suggest that the
scope of the original passive may expand to fill the gap...In the case of the
petfect. the pcripbnstic form which was employed was that based on the
verbal adjective or participle in -ta. The adjectival sense of this form is quite
close to the sense ofa perfective;...in the case of the intransitive verb. the
corresponding adjectiva.l form in -ta bas simply this perfective sense...In the
case of a transitive verb. the adjectival form is passive... [andl..couId be
accompanied by a complement in the instrumenw... from the earliest attested
period of the language (Anderwn 1977:332).

1. 2. 1 Verbal Adjtetiva in ·la and ·"a

These verbal adjectives., which, as Bloch (1965:253) notes bad a long history ofbeing

employed as active perfects, provided ~jUSl: the right morphological characteristics for an

ergative pattern, but ofcoone in Sanskrit the construction is a derived passive one" whose

derivarional relatiooship has become "opaque" because the corre:spooding active forms have

"atrophied" and, consequently. "there ceases to be any reason oot simply to treat the

(original) passive directly as an active form, albeit with complex morphology" (Anderson

1977:336). It is this passive "ancestry", as Masica notes (1991:341). which accounts for

many ofthe Conn's chancteristics in daughter languages such as: "verb agreement (with the

Patient in Hindi and the languages waf: ofit),...the special marlcing oftbe Agent (a vestige

of the old Instrumental..). and restriction to the Perfective."

Thus we get a panern of so-called "split ergativity" (as described by, among others.



Comrie 1978:351; Andersen 1991:102; Klaiman 1991:129; Estival and Myhill 1988:478)

'Non-perfective' tenses. as Masica (1991 :343) notes. maintain their nominative/accusative

case marking. This is consistent with Dixon's (1979:95) observation that .....the ergative

marking is ALWAYS found either in past tense or in perfect aspect." As Trask notes

(1979:395 and references therein), it is a short jump from perfect(ive) aspect to past tense:

Wthe development ofa perfective aspect into a past tense is a natural one which is widely

attested." However, to call this form a "past tense" (though many have done so). is.

according to Masica (1991 :289.341) "inaccurate":

... "Simple" perfectives may usually refer to the past., because what is
completed (or more exactly. can be "viewed as a whole") is usually past. but
they are not specified as Past.

Thus. he goes on to say. although this form: "may be marked for Aspect (or unmarked

altogether). it is unmarked (=unspecified) for Tense."

Not alI scholan accept the interpretation of the participle in -ta as passive, however.

Debrunner (1954) notes that the lack of voice contrast in the -fa participle construction

allows either an active reading (piaJ.r-'having drunk') or a passive one (p8~vingbeen

drunk? Furthermore. because the participle is fanned directly from the root, and not from

a tense stem, as are other participles., it can have either past or present tense value.'

K1aiman (1978) insists that the various theories, such as those of Comrie (1978), and

Anderson (1977) descnbed above., all ofwmch consider the -fa participle to have been the

However, it must be noted. that this "present tense" value would be a retrospective present:
a present situation which results from a previous activity.
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pa.ssive source of the IA ergative construction. have it all -backwards". The -ta paniciple. she

claims, was always ergative. not passive. Fwthennore "the finite passive arose in part due to

the prior existence of an ergative construction. not the other way around" (Klaiman

1918:205). An ergative language. according to Dixon (1979). treats an intranSitive subject

in a manner idem:icaI [0 a transitive object, and differently from a transitive subject. Under this

criterion, only the ..(Q paniciple. KIaiman (1978:206) insists, and not the finite passive in -yci

can be properly identified as 'ergative':

the -tI participle indexes intransitive subject and transitive patient.: however.
it does Dot typically index transitive ageot...On the other hand, the -n
construction indexes transitive patient...but not transitive agem....or
intransitive subject.

Anticipating counter-argu.ments that it is impoSSlole for a language of a

nominative/accusative typology to be called ergative, she insists that Sanskrit has from the

beginning contained an "ergative subpart". the only difference being the frequency with which

this type ofconstruction occurs at various stages ofthe language:

Whereas in early Old lA..the ergative past participial construction is an
optional and minor pattern, by Middle lA..it became the past tense
CODStruction par exceUeoce, leading to its use as a base of the past tense in
New lA..(KWman 1978:207).

Hod< (1986) insists that _ the passive-<lrigin theo'Y. such as espoused by Anderson.

nor Klaiman's ergative-origin hypothesis is "fully adequate"; rather. he says (1986:25) that,

..the modem ergative constructions reflect BOTH OIDER ERGATlVES AND OLDER PASSIVES"

(emphasis in the original). Although he considers KJaiman's analysis "on the right track... he
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disagrees that the passive was an innovation. DC me three P(arient)-oriented constructions

which he discusses-the ·ta participle. the -)0 passive., and the gerundive-he considers only

the latter an iMovation (although ~firmjy established even in Early Vedic~'), with the other

two being both "of IE origin".

The two non-finite members ofthe P..oriented triad also agree in permitting not only the

instrumental but genitive as agent case (see below), and, in the early language. dative for the

gerundive.

Although in the earlier stages. the three constructions showed strong poteotial for

diYergent behaviour. subsequent devdopments resulted in the opposite effect: by the time of

Vedic prose, the dative disappears in its agent-marking capacity with gerundives, and the

insuumenta1 wins out over the genitive as the case ofchoice for agent marking. Also at this

stage, both the passive and the gerundive develop an ~impersonaI" type of consuuction, with

the gerundives in the vanguard of that development. Agent demotion in passives., Hock

suggests, is a secondary generaJizarion ofdemotioJa of this type.

Thus, in Vedic prose, a clear conv=-gence in syntactic behaviour between the two non

finite consuueti.ons and the finite passive may be observed. The -10 participle, closer in

syntactic behaviour to the finite passives, became in the Classical language (during the MIA

period) the unmarlced past tense, with the p&S'Ne (UK! gerundive) being reserved for more

"spccializcd functions", suc:b as indicaring deference and polite intercourse. The ·ta participle

also eventually ousted its active (A-oriemed) cowtterpart, the participle in -/avant, as the past

tense ofchoice.
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The aiad also converged in another" crucial syntactic change: Hock notes that. in the later

language. from Vedic prose on. a maior typological switch took place from subject-oriented

syntax to agent-oriented syntax.. This switch bad repercussions in both word order and in

changing patterns ofconttol ofabsoIutiYes. which will be significant for our description of the

auxiliary vidyaJe. itself a form in transition from an original passive sense ('is found') to a

copulae sense as a reeategorizcd middle ('is/exists'). Its surface subject" which controls

absolutive formation. has properties of botb agent and patient.

Bubenik (1995) maintains, very mucb in keeping with OJITent cognitive linguistic theory.

that it is impossible to appreciate the meaning, function and significance of the -to participle

at any stage ofme language, and its relationship to other forms. without considering its place

in the system ofverbal contrasts.

The "optionality" of the use of the participial construction (lena b:tdm) in the early

language is a coosequc:oce oftbc:re being many other stmegies fOf" expressing past perfective

eventS: by an active consuuc:tion using the asigmatic or sigmatic aorist, tikarat. or tiki~•. 'he

made'. or the perfect (;Q/c;a 'be has made', or by a finite passive construction using the aorist

ciIai7 'it was made' Q(" a perfca aIb'e 'it bas been made'. Typological changes, bowevef". such

as the gradual disappearaDce of the active finite forms for the expression ofpast events, had

profound effects on the systemic value of the -to participle and its increased use.

Like Hocle, Bubenik sees the -10 participle as possessing features of both passive and

ergative conmuction: which feature may be described as predominant depends always upon

what systemic contrasts the language possesses at any given stage. He agrees with Hock's
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(1986:25) judgment that it is the critical shared feature of "P-orientation" which is important.

not the issue of whether a constnJction is viewed as ergative or passive. As long as there is

no morphological contrast between the ergative and the passive construction, nothing is

gained by calling the "passive" construction with !a:la (tena 1a:10m 'done by him') in Vedic

Sanskrit (OIA) ergative. Both Vedic (and Classical) Sanskrit were of nominative/accusative

typology (I!Q1 ergativelabsolutive). As long as the finite forms of the active aorist and perfect

were available. the construction with !a:tJi was clearly passive:

(I) yenemaviSva c:yQvana!u:t"i (passive)

yd dasan't vamam cidharmri grihakaJ! (active aorist)

'By whom all things here have been made unstable, who has made the Disa

colour and has made it disappear.'(RV ii.12.4)

OlA, then, possessed a rich system offotmS with no gaps in either active or passive voice

for the expression of temporal and aspecrual contrasts. The ~ta participle was, at this stage.

only one strategy among many for the expression of past events.

Once the active fonns have been lost during the MIA period. however, the motivation to

consider such expressions as lena faJom as passive disappean, and the construction with fa:ta

may be called ergative. Unlike the speaker of Vedic who had the choice ofa passive (}'ena

imii... fo:tn) and the active (yalJ. ..tiIazI!), the speaker ofMIA (Classical Sanskrit) could only

use the crstwbiIe passive coostruetion for the narration ofpast events. As we have said above,

at this point (MIA and early N1A), it was impossible to distinguish, on morphological

grounds, between the passive and the ergative constructiocs. Consequently:
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in the absence of any activelpassive contrast we are entitled to treat dtis
construction as syntactically ambiguous between passive and the incipient
ergative (Bubenik 1995:51).

Symaaic and pragmaric: alternations allow us, therefoce, to interpret the construction such

as I~na kada as either 'he [has] made it' (ergative interpretation), or 'it [was] made by him'

('be'-passive), although the language was still. at dtis stage, of nominativelaccusative

typology.

This ambiguity was nOt fully eliminated until as late as the Early NIA period.. when the

new passive consuuction (with the auxiliary jiiui 'go') was established. From that point

onwards, the construction with bya (<.tJ:1a) could legitimately be called ergative. The

foDowing Hindi examples also show differenti.al martcing: the ergative with postposition -ne

and the passive with -se (where = indicates cUrie boundary):

(2) =ne bya (<J~na /a:Um:r) 'slbe did it'
ERG
=ne bya hai 'slbe has done it'
ERG
-se lciya gayS '[it] was done by himlber'
INS
-se byS gay. hai
INS

rrtl has beert done by himIIlc'

1. 2. 2 Participles ia -1aI1an1

In the system ofparticiples., the systemic changes were equally profound. The Old Indo-

Aryan panicipial system included, in the Present system, a triad ofvoice contrasts., active,

mediopassive and passive, and binary contrasts in the Aorist, perfect and Future systems.
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The loss of mediopassive participles and the demise ofactive paniciples of the aorist and

the perfect (kr-lint and caJa:viiris), resulted, in the later language, in a straightforward binary

opposition, such as is seen in my corpus, between the active paniciple in ·tavant and its

passive counterpart, the participle in ·ta.

Mishra (1982:302) indicates that "the proto-type of the past active paniciples in -ta-vat

occurs (first ofall) in AV [Atharva-Veda]:~ as-i-ti-vat(havingeaten). Through [the]

BrihamaJ:Bs they grow in number, and become quite frequent later." Use of the participle in

-tavant was at the early stage of the language "fairly limited" (Goldman and Sutherland

1987; 180; Whitney 1889/1967:344-5),' presumably because oftbe wealth ofaltemative active

forms available. However. once the active aorist and perfect participles were lost, the ·taVa11t

constrUCtion was ready to 'step in'to replace the moribund forms. Rebuilt on the basis of the

-ta participle1o
, the fonn adds to the (transitive or intrasitive) stem the possessivizing suffix

-vant. II The addition of this suffix has the effect of 'activating' the construction. It thus

provided an alternative (voice) strategy for the relation of past tense events. Typologically,

As it was in Pali (Mayrhofer 1951:173-4).

Whose very productivity may have undermined the successful establishment of its active
derivative. See Klaiman (1978:210-1) fortrus argument.

Asva-vant 'possessing horses', putrti.vant 'having a son'; similar formations exist: in Hittite,
dlffu..want 'possessing strength', 'strong, healthy', and in AvestAD., :asIa-vant 'having hands'.
The past, active meaning of the combined suffix (.ta+-.vant) results from the abstract
'possession' oftbe perfective verbal activity: gata+vant (Lit. 'He possesses goneness') > 'He
isIhas gone'.
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this A-oriemed participle could be viewed as an anempt to preserve the nominativeJaccusative

typology ofthe Vedic language (Bubenik::personal communication).

This active counterpart to the VCS'bal adjective in -fa is. aceord.ing to Anderson (1977:337)

..one further construction which has been shown to be a possible source for newly-created

perfects-. Via the possessivizing suffix -\ICl1fI. d: bad, as Masica (1991:269) notes, exaaly the

correct aspectuaJ -basic clistinctions" already -built in" to its suffixal morphology.

"Construaions ClCpfessing possession have been repeatedly employed as auxiliaries when

a perfect is required" (Anderson 1977:337). A -remarkable [lumber of languages", including

English., Latin and Celtic, employ a possessive verbal form ('to have') as an auxiliary.

Anderson (1973 :34) notes "the parallelism between the expression of possession and

acquisition and the represenwion oftile semantic distinctions associated with perfect aspect."

The development is from a construaion such as "I have the house painted- to -I have painted

the house" .

...the completion or an action is deooled in such a manner that be who has
performed an action is designated as the possessor of what bas been dooe;
since e.g. ubatlan asmi. literally -diaD proedilUS sum", signifies "dictum
habeo,- -I have said-(...). The modem mode, therefore, of expressing the
completion ofan action was. in a measure. prepared by the Sanskrit; for the
suffix vat (m the strong cases vanI) forms possessives (Bopp 1856:728).

Elegandy put, but not so! Hittite probably more acoJ.rately can claim that d.isti.oction: the

hark-auxiliary form (cognate with Latin arceo 'enclose' and Greek aru6 'defend, assist') is

identified by Benveniste (1962) as:

a 'parfait', i.e. a 'forme temporeUe periphrastique' (p.42) expressing a 'temps
passe' (p.41), in opposition to the simple preterite (p.63). He remarks: 'La
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;er;phrase met au compte de I'agent et en quelque sane comme sa possession
(~avoir") Ie proces accompli' (p.62). (quoted in Boley 1984:9).

Sanskrit had no independent lexical item which meant 'to have'. Very early constructions.

with the subject in the genitive., expressed a 'past tense'/perfective aspect by indicating this

'ownership' ofverbal activity. Thus the Vedic sentence indrasya krtam (RV viii.66.9), literally

'done oflndra' can be translated as 'Indra did (it).' This type ofconstruction., which Pirejko

(1979:483) calls the ~passive possessive~, is truly ancient. even predating the construction

with the subject in the instrumental (Debnmner 1954:583) as an indicator oftenselaspect.

Similar constructions are attested in Old Persian (Pirejko 1979:482) ima tya manakortam

[astiy] 'this is what was my done/done by me',ll Old Armenian nora € gorcea/ 'be has

done/did it', and Latin eiusestfactum 'he did it'.

Referring to the hypothetical state of affairs in the ~eartiest period~ of the language,

Schmalstieg (1980: 183) maintains that:

...the subject ofme old non-diathetic verbs (which became perfect or middle)

Hock (written cotnllUJJlication) notes that consttuetions of this sort arc clearly found in Vedic
Prose: ~sucb genitival agents are especially frequent when the -/Q participle is used to a
stativelnoneventive (nonpast) value and is accompanied by a form ofthe verb 'to be'~. While
P~ (2.3.67) states that with certain verbs (denoting 'reverence', 'wishing' and 'perception'
(3.2.188», construe:tioos involving the -/Q participle and a genitive kartr: indicate varlamli1e,
i.e. 'c:urrmt time', the c:camples used by the commentators (Sharma 1995:166)r~n_matalJ
'approved by kings', rign_ piijitalJ 'honoured by Icings', are clearly sutive., retrospective
presents., with the genitive 'agent' the instigator or generator of the 'honoured' or 'approved'
state.

Other clearly retrospective fonns involving the -/Q suffix: also have the designation
vartamme: ralcfita 'protected', /ip/Q 'smeaxed',.ftI!!a 'pleased'. Thus it is clear that P~'s
designation M:I71amft 'curn:nt time' includes the aspeetual category of retrospective., stative
present.
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was originally in the genitive (sergative) case... Now we have already seen
sentences oftbe type (4) ·bhr-tog"ow~ 'the ox's canying.' At the earliest
date this denoted only the completed action and...[IaterJ...became pretente. ..

Such ·passive participle constructions the agent ofwh,ich is in genitive case. and which

agree in case, number- and gender with the recipient" have. as Schmalstieg (1980: 176) notes.

"almost an 'ergative' appearance".

Indeed. Trask (1979:398) suggesu that in languages such as Sanskrit which do not

p<)S5eSS a Icxic:aI verb 'to bave', COllSbUCtions ofthis type may very well be correlated with the

development of ergative typology:

Swive deverbaI adjectives have been integrated into the inflectional systems
of the modem Romance and Germanic languages by means of predications
which originally had possessive force. The general line ofdevelopment was
from consuuctions like I have Q window b~n to I have broken a window.
with the reanalysis of the stative as active and of the possessor as agcnL This
did ooc:~ in ergarivity, because the existence of the verb have meant lbat
me possessor went into the oominative case and remained there when it was
reinterpreted as agent. Now in a language lacking a verb haw. possessive
predications are commonly made by putting the possessor into an oblique
case-most often the dative., locative or genitive-canying an overt
mark... reinterpretation ofsuch a possessor as an agent would automatically
bring about ergative case-maricing...with the agent overtly marked. the patient
unmarked. the verb agreeing with the patient in number and gender but not in
person. the verb not agreeing with the agent at an. and the whole thing
confined to the perfect and aD without the aid ofa passive coostruction of the
type T1tt window was IJroUn by me.

The lack of a verb 'to have', then, may be seen as resulting in two 'strategies' for the

desaiptioo ofput evmts-ooeA~ed (the participles in -lawznl), and one P-oriented (the

participles in -tal, with the P-.oriented strategy eventually wiMing out. 11

Pili offers two further pieces of evidEnce of the 'suuggle' between the P-oriented and A-
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1. 2. J Periphrastic Fonns Expressing Aspect

With the nearly total demise of the 'old' Sanskrit verbal tense system, rebuilding was in

order. Masica (1991:262) foUows Lienhard (1961:27) in observing that this rebuilding:

..proceededfirst (that: is, in the Early NIA period) by establishing aspectual
distinctions. to which the refinements of tense (and mood) were only later
added. This accords with what is known ofsuch processes in the context of
pidgins and Creoles (Bickerton 1981). child language (Ferreiro 1971), and
early Indo-European itself(Kuryiowicz 1964).14

As noted above (§ 1.0). there is a perception among many scholars that the movement

away from the weaJth of finite verbal forms of the Vedic period., to the use of non-finite

participial, passive and periphrastic forms of the Classical and Later Period, involved a

somehow less complicated "simplification" and "popularizatioo" of verbal forms (Burrow

1955:354; MUlti 1984:51; Pap 1990:30; Deshpande 1993). In this connection, it is intriguing

to note the results of several studies cited by Dik: (1987:53-84), which indicate that

periphrastic forms are somehow ~plus commode a manier~ (Meillet 1909:155). being

~morphologicallymore perspicuous~ (Dik 1981:78) and thus occur earlier, and are much

'having heard'
'having drunk'

Sanskrit
"-tva
pJ.tv5

SII1J"'itvs
p;v-itva

oriented syntax. In additioo to relics of the PAP suffix -tavant which appear in Early MIA.,
e.g. bhuttavanJ « OIA bhuk-ta-vant) 'who has eaten', there appears yet another 'possessive'
PAP suffix in -tavin, e.g. bhuttavin 'who has eaten' (Mayrhofer 1951:1734).

As well, in Pili. absolutives started being formed from the present stem (vs. the bare
root of the PPP in Sanskrit). The conuast may be seen in this data from Mayrltofer
(1951:119):

Pili

Full references: Bickerton (1981 :2834); Ferreiro (1911 :39); Kurytowicz (1964: 130ft).
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more common, than the simple past tenses in the early speech of Dutch and German

children.!~ Similar results were found in the speech patterns of foreign workers learning Dutch

(Oile 198"78-8\).

Use of the non-finite 'tenses', Le.• the paniciples in -fa and -(avanl, as well as the

periphrastic aspectual constructions. will be discussed in the relevant sections below

(Chapters 4 and 5, respectively). In order to get a full perspective, however, on the

developments which took place.a1kr the 'demise' of the finite preterite tenses. let us first be

clear on what went~.

Thus, children are far more likely to employ the periphrastic DeT Hund hal gebe/II 'the dog
bas barked' than the non-periphrastic "simple Past" form DeT Hund bel/Ie 'the dog barked',
which latter appears only "very late" in the speech ofchildren, and is of "rare occurrence"
afterwards (Oik \98"78).
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Cbaptu 2

THE PRETERITE TENSES

2. 0 Diac=hrony

But if it is asked, whether the Sanskrit has, from the oldest antiquity,
employed its three past tenses without syntactical distinction, and uselessly
expended its formative power in producing them; or whether the usage of the
language has. in the course oftime. dropped the finer degrees of signification,
by which they might have been distinguished; I think I must decide for the
laner... (Bopp 18560729).

There were indeed -finer degrees of signification- apparent in the past tenses as used in

Vedic literature, which usages were themselves reflections ofearlier distinctions employed

in the proto-language. Whereas a comprehensive description of these developmental stages

is beyond the scope of this worlc, a brief overview is essential to a clearer undemanding of

the original usages of these tenses.

2. 1 The Fint Diac=hronk Stratum- Early Aspcctuai Distinctions

Many scholars identify the earliest IE diachronic stratum (represented by the injunC".ive)

as modal (Hoffinann 1967:1788; Kcmsand Schwanz 1972:4; Lehmann 1993:178). Although

it is claimed that such fonos -expressed an action irrespective ofte:nselaspcct- (Hewson and

Bubenik (1997:46) i.e., were not marlced for tense or aspect. there seems to have been a

distinction inAhiomart here: roots used in these early modal forms.. and which later became

aorists, were ofa punctual, telic nature (Boley 1984:96; Murti 1984:269; Gonda 1956:44).

On the other hand, roots used in present fonos tended to be iterative, durative., atdie.,

reflecting their respective origins:
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Ancient peoples., Gonda says (1956:25-6), regarded time. not as we do•... "as a stream or

straight line., as a regular succession of single., unique., and irrevocable moments~, but rather

as ~durarionor as periodic: recurrenc:e. conceiving it as a cycle. as something that can return..

Thus the iconic feature of reduplication, originally characteristic of both the present (ex.

dad5mi- also via --Sot) and the perfect, probably ficst imitated the iterativity of natural

processesl'.

Thus. via AJaionsan. we have an early distinction of perfective (represented by the

injunctive/aorist) vs. imperfective (represented by the present). which accords with

Kurylowicz's observation (1964: 130) that the first oppositions in PIE. were, indeed.,

aspectual. Events are visualized as:

taking place, happening, going on, or developing and coming into existence,
or as completed, finished, having reached a definite goal, and so on. What is
viewed...is the 'configuration' of the evenu...Hence the prevalence of
aspectual categories...(Gooda 1956:32).

2. 2 The Second Diac.bro.k Stra.... lIltrodudioa orTeDX DistiDctioas

Teme distinctions. introducec1 at a later stage, and most likely originally 'deictic' (Shields

1992: 11ft). deriving from advcrb;al souroes (Anderson 1913:41; Schmalstieg 1980), located

evcntsas being near, 'bereand~(via --l)(Sbic:Ids 1992:25; Lehmann 1974:189; Watkins

For a thorough and insigbdW description in support ofthis idea aftime as recurrent, imitative
ofnature's cycles and sounds, see Emcneau (1980:250). Also see Elizarenk.ova (1995:7,10ff)
who notes that this world view was w:ry much a part ofme mind·set ofthe Vedic~: "The
Vedic model of the universe is cosmos oriented...Tbe life of an Aryan is related to the
suuctures ofspace and time through the law ofuniversal circulation (~)...The basic mode
oforientation is the circle. It
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1962: 102) or far (via -e-...~an old adverbial prefix which is temporal denoting remoteness of

time (a so yonder)" (Murti 1984:265; Burrow 1955:303); -e- - not here and now (Shields

1992:26-7). The original usages were intended to distinguish degrees of remoteness. Again.

from Gonda (1956:28-29);

From various idioms it appears that. temporally as weU as spatially. the main
distinction often is between the near and the far, betWeen the here-and-now.
or here or now, and the not-here, there, or Qot-now and the not
here-and-now...Thus the prime distinctions will be in terms of relative distance
ofevents from the moment ofspeech, as judged by personal witness. Thus the
most recent events will be those that have been witnessed by the speaker.

2. 2. 1 ne Aorist

In the Vedic language, that distinction belongs to the aorist. This ftextremely common~

fonn, termed~hiie /uii, ~oftoday" by the grammarians. was reserved for events that

were just completed in the very recent past, (Mishra 1982:277; Vasu 189l/1980:453-4) often

~on the same day" (Gonda 1975:71; Jani 1977:14-15), and very likely within the certain

knowledge ofthe speaker (Whitney 1889/1967:329). These events could be so recent, in fact,

as to be almost a present:

(3) putrasya nama gr:h,!-w; (present) prof'" evani samatani (aorist)

'He gives his son a name., he thus extends his race.' (MS, quoted in

Taraporewala 1967:76)

Such very recent events were often rendered as an English perfect:

The aorist of the older language bas the value oCa proper ~perfect": that is,
it signifies something past which is viewed as completed with reference to the
present; and it requires accordingly to be rendered by our tense made with the
auxiliary have. In general it indicates what has just taken place (Whitney
1889/1967:329).
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This distinction between the aorist, reserved for very recent events., and the perfect and

imperfect. used for the narration of relatively more remote events, was especially common in

the language of the BrihmaJ:tas. Speijer (188611980:253) comments that the contrast in use

between what he calls the "historical tenses" (the imperfect and the perfect) and the aorist,

especially in direct speech. is "so striking there that it cannot possibly be overlooked by

anybody who peruses these writings":

(4) lam ho '''.i:a (perfect): apatsaJa(aorist) VBasyadanl~

'..(then) he said to him: "TruJy, his teeth have dropped out."'(AB vii. 14.5)

Whitney (1889/1967:329) remarks that any violation of this distinction "is very rare, and

is to be regarded as either due to corruption of text or indicative ofa late origin. "

2. 2. 2 ne Imperfect

The"unperfcct', called rheGlJ.(ldyatanabhiile Ian, '!!Q1 of today' (panini 3.2.110,111), was

used to descnbe events which, "though not witnessed by the speaker, could have been within

the range ofsight" (Gonda 1975:161; Boley 1984:94; Vasu 1980:454)Y "This distinction of

the Imperfect and the Aorist", says Taraporewala (1967:75) "was strictly observed in the

Such distinctions are often useful in establishing historical chronology. Scharfe (1977: 153)
notes that the dating ofPatanjali's work: was so accomplished: "Pataiijali must have composed
his work: sometime around ISO B.C. because ofseveral references to historical events ofhis
time. Kityiyana..had postulated the use of the imperfect suffixes for something the speaker
did not witness though he could perhaps have done so and which is commonly known.
Patai'ijali...iJ1ustrates this amendment with two sentences: aru1JOdy~ S8hlDm "The
Greeks beseiged Saketa (=Ayod!lyiI Oudh)" and onnpd Y"""", MaJhyamiUn "The G=b
besciged Madhyamiki (Chinor).·
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Vedic period":

(5) yam mehama (unperfect) mimasSsO )am ig. (aorist)

Whom wewishcd for in our minds has now come.' (RVx.53.1)

[n the later language. however. these distinaions had been lost. and the twO forms.

formally so s:imilar (i.e., both possessing secondary endings and the augment prefix. and 00

occasion, showing identical forms). had fallen together. Burrow claims that this formative

ambiguity is evidence of ~tbe close relation between the aorist and the present

systems...certain types ofaorist stem are identical in form with certain types of present stem.

This is so with the root aorist (tikar. etc.). which is fonned like the imperfect of the root class

(dhan. etc.).... ~(Buttow 1955:295; also Whitney 1889/1967:297).

It is important to note here that: the Sanskrit imperfect was so named by Western

grammarians solely on the basis of its similarity in f2rm to imperfects in ~other Indo-

European languages, ootably Greek. ..it is important to realize that in sense it oormally has

DO progressive or duruive implicatioos (be was doing. be used to do, etc). Such implications

tend, even in past time, to be expressed....by the presem tense" (often with.sma) (Coulson

1989:223)." There is much suppon for Coulsoo on this contentious point of the

ooo-aspectu.al character of the Sanskrit imperfect Speijer 188611980:244: Goldman and

Sutherland 1987:131; Taraporewala 1967:70; Macdonell 1916/1975:312; Whitney

1889/1967:201,227,278; Iasanoff 1978: 15.

S.ve<aI """"PIes of this usose (PiQini 3.2.118 1m ....). all in direct speech. "" found in
Story 21. page 120.
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2. 2. 3 The Perf«t

rt is between the"~and the rest of the conjugation that we have clearly the most

ancient and fundamental division in the rndo-European system" (Burrow t955:294). The

perfect, one of the "more ancient verbal forms" was. in origin fta special kind ofpresent tense.

not a preterite form, and in such cases it is nonnally to be translated by the English present"

(Burrow t955:291}.20 Burrow uses this example: nd !irimyanti nti vi muiicanti ete vdyo nti

paptulJ (perfect), 'They do not become weary or stop, they fly like birds.'

Jespersen (1924) agrees that: NThe perfect.. .is itself a kind of present tense, and serves to

connect the present time with the past..[it] looks upon the present state as a result ofwhat

has happened before. N

The development ofthe perfect from a type of resultarive "presentNto a Npreterite" took

place, according to Burrow (1955:291) in two stages, both represented in the Vedic

literature. The first stage concentrated almost exclusively on the presentlresultative

(retrospective) condition, seeing a presem state as a result of an action which had already

taken place. Burrow comments (1955:291) that "since a state is normally the result of a

preceding process, it was natural. that the perfect should be used to express the fact tbat such

an action bad already taken place". He gives as an example of this usage:

(6) ytit sim~~a(perfect)tm su nu:(atu

Whatever sin we have commined.let him forgive that.' (RV i.119.5)

Indeed, Bloomfield and Edgerton (1930: 14) declare that some variant Vedic perfects can be
said "with almost mathematical certainty" to "have no preterite value whatever".
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At this stage, the difference in meaning between this use and the aorist:

remains clear, because the aoriS[ is confined to those actions which have taken
place in the immediate past, while the perfect indicates completion of the
action regardless of the precise time. The final step [in the development
process] takes place when the preteritaI sense acquired by the perfect in
comexts like these becomes the predominant sense, with the result that the
perfect bC(;omes a tense of narrative with a meaning that does not differ
materially from that of the imperfect (Burrow 1955:297)zl:

(7) tihan (imperfect) tihim Qnv apcis ratarda (perfect).

'(Indra) slew the dragon. he penetrated to the waters' (RV i.32.I)n

Murti concurs (1984:271) that the perfect ·originally had no special sense. But later on

(independent from the present/aorist system and possessing a special set ofpersonal endings)

it was associated with the distant past.· Thus, the grammarians referred to this form as

( agree with Burrow's evolutionary timetable., but suspect that the process might have more
probably proceeded as follows: Reduplication, originally a shared constituent of the present
and perfect (Hewson and Bubenik 1997:46), came to be a feahlre predominately associated
with the perfect. The 'series', 'iterative' aspect of the perfect, iconically represented by this
feature, allows the 'series' of events to be extended indefinitely into the past: we may have
been sinning for a very long time. Thus, inevitably, the pert"ect allowed for description of
remote events, so far removed from the 'now' that they could not be documented. The
perfect, consequently, as Renou (1925) pointed out, was often used for general statements.
pcnnanently establisbc:d or ·quasi~smic·facts. The imperfect., on the other hand, was used
for the description of the mythic events, legends and legendary allusions pertaining to the
Vedic deities. Such narratives, unlike the events described by the perfect, imply, ·some
precision in time statements· (Bloomfield and Edgerton 1930:140). Boley (1984:94-5) bas
a sliglttly di1ferent perspective: she claims that the more -remote· nature ofthe perfect made
it suitable for the description ofdivine events or acts, with the actions ofhumans described
using other tenses (aorist or imperfect).

Note the difference in AktiorlSaft, however: it seems to be consistent with the choice of
perfect for verbs involving processes.
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parolcfabhl6t! lil: not witnessed (pinini 3.2.115). It was used to refer to events Mwhich are

out of sight, out of the domain of observation of the speaker/author" (Boley 1984:94).

Grammarians insisted that this tense should, in faa. J!2l be used "to descnbe events within the

personal experience ofme speaker. In corr;equenc:e.. the first and second person fonns are not

at all common...·(Coulson 1989:244). Commentators on PiI;Jini (3.2.115) are quite precise

about the time frame to which this tense may refer: the perfect refers to actions located in a

past Mbeyond the sensory perception of the speaker. Thus [It] could refer to a time-frame

encompassing time immemorial to the last minute of the third quarter of the last nightM

(Sharma 1995:421.2).u

Nothwithmnding all that has been said concerning the temporal nature of the perfect in

the Vedic system. one must never lose sight of the ·fundamentallyM retfospectivelstative

nature of this form (Burrow 1955:296-7): regardless of bow far in the past the f!1IenlS

described may bave happened,. the results oftbose events may often be seen in the presenL

2.. 2.... The Pluperfect

The Vedic Ianguaae possessed a 'pluperfect' form. but it received rare use and quicldy died

out of the language. Anf:eriority then, as in the Classical language, was commonly expressed

by the absofutive. an indeclinable participle, located prior to Oeft of) the main verb, used to

mark dependent clauses (Goldman and Sutherland t987:182), whose sense is generally that

Because this tcnx is used to refer to events which the speaker bas not personaUy witnessed,
it often has inferential eonnotabons, as in this example from a commentary on~ 3.2.122
(Sharma 1995:426): iifw iloa pur'chkrih (un , bear that the students lived here earlier.'
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of action preceding the main verb (Coulson 1989:81; Speijer 1886/1980:297). Since it is

indeclinable, and thus not subject to agreement of any kind, there arose a potential for

ambiguity surrounding referentiality (Gonda 1975:180fl). Generally, the subject of the

absolurive and oftbe finite verb were the same... but not always (Speijer 1886/1980:297). As

we noted above, changing panerns of absolutive control often accompanied (or signalled)

profound typological change., an example ofwhich is described in §S.4.

2. 2, S Tb~ Historical Present

One last usage. although not a past tensepe" se, deserves to be mentioned in this section.

The present tense was used "at all periods of the Janguage...ofpast events to add liveliness

to the narrative" (Bloomfield and Edgerton 1930:142; also Whitney 1889/1967:278; Speijer

188611980:244).
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Chapter 3

THE CORPUS

3. 0 Introduction

Wtth this summary as background, let us nun now to the Vetiiapoiicaviri.!bti itself Again,

a few words of introduction are in order. The VetaJapailcaviri.!bti was, as were the other

works ofClassical Sanskrit, including the great epics, the product ofa strong oral tradition. U

As such, it is subject to entirely different ~dynamics and organization~ than are modem

narratives.

For instance, the 1mear' organization of plot that we are used to: the introduction,

building to a climax, and eventual denouement, is foreign to oral cultures and ~essentially

artificial.~ As Ong says (1981:13), an ~episodic structure was the only way and the totally

natural way of handling lengthy narrative. ~ The style of narration which the

Vet~so cleverly uses, i.e. the "insenion ofa number ofdifferent stories within

the framework ofa single narrative", a fannat so similar to that of Arabian Nights, was in fact

~borrowed from India by the neighbouring Oriental peoples of Persia and Arabia who

employed it in composing independent works." (Macdonell 1900/l968:368)

Macdonell (1900/1968:375) succinctly describes the framework of what he calls these

"pretty and ingenious fairy tales" and I quote the passage in its entirety:

Writing was a secondary development to oral transmission and was ~merely tolerated~ by
conservative brahmins (Van de Walle 1993:18; see also lani 1976:246).
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King Vtkrama of lJijayinj is directed by an ascetic to take down from a tree
and convey a corpse. without uttering a single word., to a spot in a graveyard
where cenain rites for the attainmenl of highly magical powers are to take
place. As the king is carrying the corpse along on his shoulders, a Vetila.,
which has entered it begins to speak: and tells him a fairy tale. On the king
inadvertently replying to a question, the corpse at once disappears and is
found hanging on the tree asain- The king goes back to fetch it.. and the same
process is repealed till the VeUla has told twenty·five tales. Each of these is
so constructed as to end in a subtle problem, on which the king is asked to
express his opinion.

There are five versions of these tales extant in the Sanskrit literature. Iambhaladana.'s

version is the only one written almost entirely in prose.~ As far as is known, this was

Iambhaladatta's sole literary effort, and was probably composed sometime during the 15th

century (Emeneau 1934:,0).

Emeneau's rather harsh judgement on the style notes that it is :

strictly narrative. As such it makes little claim to ornateness and is at times
monotonously bald and undistinguished. Anempu aI omamem. which do
app<ar are almost invariably epithets. One ofthese, _lokyamohanO'J6a:ti. ~
repeated so frequently wbcn a young woman has to be characterized, that it
becomes ludicrous (xix).

-00 the wboIe-, Emeneau concedes. the language of this version is -good Sanskrit-. He

Dotes that Jambhaladana shows his knowledge of the grammars by the use of several rare

vabalfimns, '""" as the rodupIicaud aorist otrxJopat (page 6, line 4), ajijiwl,. (page 28, line

3) -also a grammarian's form.-, and apaptat (page 72, line t2) -which Whitney records only

All references to the VetMapaiJctrv;ritbti are from Emeneau (1934/1967).
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for the Vedic~...3Ii This agrees with Goldman's comment tlw the use of the aorist ~in

the dassica1language is restricted largely to pieces and passages in which the autho. wishes

to show his command ofobscure forms- (1987:331).

Each story can be divided into three parts:

1. an introduction. namned by the V~/Ra, which sets the scene. This consistS of the 6rsl:

three or foot sc:ntcnces ofeach tale. The most common tenses used are the three 'old' preterite

tenses: the im~rfKt, Pft1ed and aorist.

2. the story proper, containing inteHaJe DaJTation and dialogue between characters.

tn-tale DaJTative tenses include the preseat. for both present and past events, the two 'new'

participial tenses (pPP and PAP) for 'past' evem.s narrated by the story-teUer, and

occasionally, the perfect, imperfect and aorist, whose functions as past tenses differ slightly

vis-a-vis their discourse use. Dialogue between characters is mostly modal. showing a high

percentage of lenaadives and illlpentiva. Preseat and ruture tenses occur frequently.

3. a closing paragraph where the V~tala dcmaods the kings opinion concerning the 'subtle

problem' proposed by the story. Imperatives and the preaDt tense predominate.

To carty out this type ofdiscoursc analysis, ['colour coded' tense usages on copies of

Tbc present author also noced seven.I rare passive aorists: akii (page 102, line 6; page 134,
line 8; page 138, line 6 ).
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the text: pink for perfect, blue for imperfect. purple for aorist., green for present. yellow for

participles. orange for- imperatives. The split in tense usage is so distinct betweeo the sections.

that it is poSStble to identify wruch section of the story one is viewing simply by noting the

colour system.

J.2 The Velilapaifcaviribti in tbe Tnditioa oro.... Narrative

As noted above (§3.1.1). the introductory sentences make beavy, almost exclusive.Z1 usc

ofme 'old' preterite tenses: the imperfect, perfect and the occasional aorist. Why this should

be so is no great mystery:

AU narrative, says Ong (1981: 13), "is fundamentally retrospective." Ofall verbal genres,

"narration has the most evident and straightforward relationship to memory." For the

poetIIWTatGr ofan oral tradition this rncmory is "curiously public-. It taps into the collective

memory of the audience by the repetition of -themes and formulas that be bas beard other

singers sing.- For the r:w:rator in an 0R1 mdition, as Peabody says, referring to Greek epos:

the true 'thought' or content...dweUs in the remembered traditional formulaic
and stanzaic patterns rather than in the conscious intentions oftbe singer to
organize Of" 'plot' the narrative a certain way (1975: In).

By -exclusive" I do not mean to imply that: tbe 'old' past tenses appear ORIy in the
Introduction (they are in fact used regularty in the stories proper, in nearly equal proportions
with the 'Dew' participial temesr- rather, that in the Introductory sentences ofeach story, the
percentage of old to new uses is rugber than anywhere else in the narrative. Verbs such as
abhik, adk, abhavaJ, agamat, abravl, oJiarot, habhiNo, tasthau occur again and again with
an almost styiized regularity in the beginning sentences of nearly every story. This is
consistent with the scene setting strategy ofme writer. a device to create a "once upon a
time- mood.
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The Language used to set the scene foe each "episode:". then, will be of this evocative type:

it will repeat in the ancient tenses. the oft·heard. formulae oftaJe telling: "once upon a time"

woros.. ifyou will, which will inevitably transpOrt the hearer to the realm where slbe has been

countless times before.

3. 2. 1 The IdtrodUdory Paracnpbs

The introduction to Story IS. page 90. is typical of this type of 'formulaic' usage. The

reader wiD note that the repetition involves not only the same tenses, but even the same verbs:

(8) deva, ratnSvatln5na nagarlpurS "sl (imperfect). IOfrO candraprabhon~

r~SbabhWa{pcfect).1asya rffjye devasv."lnama vipras tasthau (perfect).

tasyaputro harlsvaml nama'bht:Na1 (imperfect).

'Your majesty, there was formerly a city called Ratnivati In it there lived a

king named Candraprabha.. In his kingdom there was a brahman named

Devasvimin. He had a son named Harisvimin.'

Again, from Story 3, page 30:

(9) am (p,..-) bhiigrathparisan sofwkrmoJomar.Jaliilmriklabh~_

p1iI.aJiputTanna nagrvant. latTa~ viJramaJ:eb1r.S

babhiNa (perfect). par8lcrantt:zklal n.ftJ IaSJo'::l putro 'bhavat

(unpafCCl)...tas)UJN"""~ ••~paifjarasthal1kri{A!ilkos

«uthau (perfCCl).
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'There is near the Ganges a city named Pialiputn., adorned with alI ornaments

ofme whole circle ofw world. There a king ViJcramakc:Sarin lived, endowed

with all good qualities. His son was called ParikramakeSarin...The prince had

a pet parrot in a cage Vidagdha by name.

From Story I. page 14:

(to) asti (present) fridivatmarirgi,!i v,~i latTa pra1~~o niina rBja

babhiiva (perfect). lasya maJr8devisomaprabhanMJa. tasyan anena rijiia

vajramulcu~o nana~samutpa:ti~ (PPP) laS)U vajramulcu!DSJ'a

pr~soJchas~e.sVarasya sWitdhivigrahikasya tanayo /nJddhi!izrro

babhiiva (pelfect). tena mitraw:rreIJZ saha...1cRam nayamWias tasrhau (perfect

auxiliary).

'There is a city Benares which is on the Heavenly river. There a Icing lived

named Pratipamuku~His chief queen was rwned Somaprabbi.. She bore

that Icing a son namedV~ ThatVaj~ bad a friend who was

dear to him as his life. BuddhiSarira, the son of SigareSvara, the minister of

peace and war. W"rth!hat excellent friend be c:ontinually passed the time.. .'

The verb-initial, prr:sent tenseasti here is a marlced usage. In texts wba"e the "unmarked"

word order is verb final. "verb-initia.I sentences were found in special contexts, where their

purpose was to achieve some 'dramatic' effect..l1 (Lungbi 1990:114). Verb fronting as a

In early PIE and Hittite, verb initial was also a marked order. but with a different meaning;
verb fronting was a pragmatic device connected to the "illocutionary force of the
sentence.....and ..with adversativity.. (Luraghi 1990:112) - hence its 'unmarked' use in
imperatives.
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means offor-egrou.nding·is a phenomenon documented across different languages·. including

I...atin, and early Germanic narratives, where initial verbs are ·typical of lively narratives· and

wed... ·fordnunaric effecu" (Hopper 1975:52).

l. 2. 2 The Historical Presut as a Narntive Teate

Similar remarks can be made of the employment here of the present tense: this is the

usage often termed the WSTORICAL PRESENT' whicb is used in narratives to:

enhance the dramatic effect of a story by making addressees feel as if they
were present at the time ofthe experienc:e... [its use]. ..reoden the past more
vivid by shifting events out of their original (past) time frame and into that of
the act of narration (present). Past events "come alive" with the HP because
it is formally identical to the tense used to mark situations as coternporal with
the speaker's now...[1t is used]...(ac:ross languages) as a "dramatic present" or
"past more vivid" (Fleischman 1990:75).

Aciscllman male... subtle dis<inction _ the 'HISTORICAL PRESENT (HP) which

sbe cans "a aUtivated feature of planned written narratives" (1990:367) and the

'NARRATIVE PRESENT (NP) wbicb is "ex:clusivdy a phenomenon of orally performed

namtives, when: it oc:cun in ahcmatioo. with the PAST" and is perceived as reflective of the

spontaneity ofspeec:h and conversation: ofthe way people really think and talk (1990:79).

"These [usages-i.e. ofHP and NP] contrast aa:ording to the type ofnarmive text in which

they occ:u.r and according to their distribution in the text."

This seems to be the case in the Ve/Mapar1caviribd: in the introductory paragraph where

the tense usage is stryetured and deliberately planned for effect, the HP appears, as above.
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In the body of the text. however, where characters speak and interact, the narrative tense use

will reflect the same naturalness and spontaneity: there will be tense switching between the

NP and the PAST. "Yn the sphere of the thought of the ancient Indian poets", notes Gonda

(1956:39-40), "the difference between present and past time often was not essential; it could

even be absent."5Thus. I disagree with Dahl (1985) that the present (as used in this corpus),

represents an "wunarked" tense, one which is used because it provides "minimal reference to

time. tI It may, however, be what KiparsJcy (1968) calls a "neutral" tense, as this would accord

with its roots in the oral culture (Fleischman 1990:78).ln any case, as Coulson comments

(1989:223), "the use of the present as an ordinary past narrative tense...is not characteristic

ofgood Classical writers." Apparently, as Coulson's remarks indicate, part of the process of

transition from orality to written work was the realization on the part of the author that he

must choose his tenses with a deliberation antithetical to the spontaneity ofspeech. Structured

writing imposes certain fonnaI constraints on expression (mduding tense selection - hence the

appearance ofcertain tenses specifically for literature), ofwhich speech is relatively free.

J, 2. 3 Tb~ Coodudiol Paragrapb

The concluding paragraph is even more repetitive and fonnuIaic than the introduction.

This is the point in each story where the Veta1a challenges the beleaguered king to solve the

dilemma posed in the tale. Understandably, they are contentious exchanges: the Vetila is

Bloomfield and Edgerton (1930:141) note that the deeds of the Vedic deities, "habitual
performances ofmythic cbaracter...easily reproduce themselves in the present".
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belligerent and aggressive in demanding an answer. and the king is weary. and fed up with the

demon's endless thwarting ofhis goal. hence the preponderance of'rude' imperatives. Present

tense usage, as above. is in keeping with the lively nature ofthe exchange. The perfect.. true

to its regular role (see below. §3.4.1), brings things to a close. Two examples will suffice to

make the point:

From Story 16, page 98:

(11) wuJatu (imperative) ckva. cauravipranorendr~ffriJ madJrye /cas ta.sya pita

bhovati (present) r~5vadari (present): ~ (imperative) re vetma. caura eva

lasya pila bhavati (present) nrpat511 iii vadini vetaJafJ tiri!bpHv:rk:se PU1JDT

talifga (perfect).

'NLet your majesty speak. Of the thie£: the brahman. and the king which is his

father'r The king said: "Listen, goblin. The thief and he alone is his father."

As the king was saying this, the goblin hung again on the siilSapa tree.'

From Story 22, page 132:

(12) velMo vadati (present): vadatu (imperative) deva. lc6nikalpalatay5 mahati

buddhil! kim va ml6odevasya. rija vadati (present): ~ (imperative) re

vet8la. ",Uiodevo maJr., dhii"tal! sarvatro 'rpannabuddhirv" in rijWurni

vaikayirv8ve/~ tiri!bpBVT:K¥ punar lalaga (perfect).

'The goblin said: NLet your majesty speak. Did Kamikalpalara or MWadeva

show more ready wit?" The king replied: "Listen, goblin. Miiladeva was the

greatest deceiver because his wit was more ready at all times. Thus having

deceived the king, the goblin hung again on the SiPSapi tree.'
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The underlined phrase, 'the goblin hung again on the siriSapa tree' ends every single story:

things are literally and figuratively back where they started. This repetition again is

pragmatically motivated: it is a

strlUegy oftext stnletllre characteristic oftradltional oral storytelling. In oral
cultures, the unfolding of narratives is not so much linear as circular: oral
narrators frequently return to events previously narrated...(F1eisctunan
1990,13)'"

3.3 In·Tale Pragmatic Use oCtbe 'Old' Preterite Tenses

3. J. 1 The Perfect

Although semantically, the active preterite tenses have "fallen together" and are being

used "interchangeably", pragmatic usage., at least in this corpus, seems to show some

variability. Unlike the imperfect and the aorist, which appear to have no discemabJe discourse

function, the perl"ect appears as an 'in-taJe' narrative tense in a consistent context with relative

frequency, and with a clear function: it usually appears at the end ofa paragraph.. or, as above

(§3.2.3), at the end ofeach we, as a sort ofsummary or transition tense. It thus represents

a break in the discourse continuity. Givan (1977:200) notes a similar function of the perfect

in Biblical Hebrew, as do Li and Thompson (1982:37) for the perfect marker Ie in Mandarin

Chinese. Le is, in their words, "a mark offinaJity." This function is maintained both with the

This is a method of organizing discourse whose roots lie here, in the cultural tradition of
orality, but which continues to this day in modem Indo-Aryan languages. Van de Walle
(1993'19-20) quotes the work ofKa<:bru (1982), Pandharipande (1982) and Gwnperz and
Roberts (1991) showing that in recem studies comparing the interactive styles of£ndian and
English speakers: .....Whereas English speakers are used to an orderly, linear approach.. the
Indians will ...present their message in a circular f3sbion. .. "
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finite perfea. and in analytic constructions., when the perfect tense of the auxiliary verb is

used (cf. Chapter 5). Quite possibly, the perfect's former role as the tense used for the

description of remote or ~permanendyestablished~facts makes it especially suitable for this

pragmatic function ofrepreseming the 'last word'.

3. J. 2 The Aorist

The relativdy rare aorist usages in the tales t.bemscives (often what appear to be a few

'toleen' usages per story) most often occur when desaibing the actiOI15 ofold or venerable

(high status) personages. Such usases are probably in keeping with the aorist's own venerable

history as a Vedic tense: it doubtless possessed a certain ax:het which made it especially

suitable for such a.ssociations. Its linIring with the past may also account for its use with

'cliche' expressions such as paitcatvam ag. = 'he died' (Lit: 'He went back to the five

elements.') much as we stilI say 'He gave up the ghost.'

Story 21, page 108:

(13) ... paitcatvam ..-
five.el.emenu+ACClN/S lo+AORl3IS

'He...died.'

Story 12, page 76:

(14) ...paraIokom .,iiI
far-world+ACCIMIS lo+AORl3IS

'He..died' (Lit: 'He went to the f.tr place.')
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Story 21. page 11 0:

(15) ...pits

...father+NOM!MlS

/okantaram

next·world+ACClNIS

aganwt.

ga+AORJ3IS

'... father died.' (Lit: The father went to the next world.')

Story 1, page 16 (An old woman is speaking):

(16) tays bhagirrys saha kalaham

that+INSIFIS sister+rNSlF/S with quarrel+ACCINIS do+AOR/lIS

'I bad a quarrel with my sister.'

Story I. page 18:

(17) falO w:ddha... ad.

then old+NOMIF/S cive+ADM/S

'Then. ..the old woman gave..

Story 13. page 82:

(18) vr:ddhabr~ svagr:hmri agamat

old-brahman+NOMIMIS own-home+ACClN/S go+AORl3IS

'An old brahman wut home.'

King's actions often merit aorist uses:

Introductory Story, page 12:

(19) lato raja 1op~1ICl

then Icing+NOMlM/S sword+lNSIM/S sharp-bloW+ACCiF/S
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adiil

give+AORIJ/S

'Then the king...dealt a sharp blow with his sword.'lI

StOTY I. page 24:

(20) latah sa raja yogino

then that+NOMlMlS king+NOMIMIS yogi+GENIM/S

ak~L

word+ACClN/S do+AQRI3IS

'Then the king earned out the ascetic's suggestion.'

Story 8, page 58:

(21) r8ja sattvasi1am tzVOCat:

king+NOMIMIS Sattvaslla+ACCIMIS say+AORl3/S

'The king said to Sanvasua. ..'

Story II, page 72:

(22) brWrmaJ'!8ya

brahman+DATIMIS weaIth+ACClN/S

He [a king] gave wealth to a brahman.'

adiil

give+AOR/JIS

Perhaps "a resounding blow" would better capture the semantics of ';r~. Emeneau admits
(1980:XXl) that the translation ofdvira(ikWti as 'sharp blow' is "merely a guess. Conceivably
the word is based on ../ra!; 'to make a noise,. crash (as an axe)', rn that case the words may
mean 'gtving an echoing strike with his sword'. But it should be observed that the word is not
textually sound."
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J. J. J The Imperfect.

The imperfect receives the most usage in the tales of the three 'old' preterite tenses

(closely followed by the perfect), although its appearance is restricted to only a few 'st:oclc'

verbs, most often abhavat, akarot and abravl. It is conceivable that its former role as the

primary tense ofnarration allows it to resist the usurpation ofms function by the twO non-

finite participial tenses. These imperfects do not seem to have any special use or discourse

function, such as the perfec.1 showed, with the posSlble exception ofabravil which appears

in company ofbru/! (present tense, middle voice) and vadoti (preset'lt tense. active voice) as

the three verbs most used to introduce direct speech. It is not the tense, though, which is

remarkable about abravl, but rather the fiu:t that it is the only heavily used saying verb which

almost invariably occurs with an accusative noun phrase. On these grounds, it could be

perceived as more ditect, more traDsitive, than the other saying verbs. There appears to be

a trend toward the use ofahravl to introduce utterances of1ower status' chancten: women.

merchams, thieves, magicians, servants. When a Icing, minister, yogi or bralunin speaks, the

utterance is usually introduced by one of the other verbs: brue or vadati. This would &COOrd

with my contention (Rose: in preparation) that uansitivity, directness. was a negatively

perceived interactive feature, associated with rudeness and lack of eclat or sophistication

(Gonda 1956:37).J1 M:iddle voice brUte often~ in the context of 'reply' and would as

The avoidance oftransitivity-action-oriented syntax-in polite social intercourse (see Van de
Walle: 1993) was paralleled by a switch in the religious sphere from a (Vedic) world view
which asserted the primacy ofdhJnna (right J&tism) as the principle which sustained and held
the universe together, to one (during the period of the BrihmaJ:las and the Upanishads (800-
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such be consistent with the expression of mutuality-the semantic domain of middle voice

(KIaiman 1988:3311; Kemmer 1993).

600 B.C.» which saw action as a source ofbondage. and thus to be avoided. During this later
period. "Ritual. action, which grounded moral, soc:iaI and political action for the Vedic people.
was oow displaced from tile epistcmoIeJ!Peal and social center oflife" (Koller 1990:86). Only
through!l2!1:l&ti2n could one pin liberation from the ever turning wbcel ofexistence.
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NON-FINITE (pARTICIPIAL) NARRATIVE TENSES

4. 0 The Participles in -14 aad -l4YfuIl

As mentioned above.~ (1.1.26) describes the suffixes -to and -laVal as ni¢ts(bhiie)

-occurring after a verbal root when the action denoted is in the past- (3.2.1 02). The·lQ suffix

is said (3.4.70) to denote either bhawz 'roof: sense' (event qua event) or karman 'object', while

suffix -lavat denotes kam: 'agent' (3.4.67). Thus (after Sharma 1995:412):

(23) kr:tam 'that which has already been done'

Ja:tavmr 'he did.. .'

bhuktam 'that which has already been conswned'

bhulctav.-r 'he ate.. .'

4. 1 The Participle in .tII; (pPP~

TheP~edpartic:iple in -Ia was undoubtedly the most productive of the forms which

replaced the defunct finite past tenses for the purpose ofnarrariDg past events:

Ftnt,. being perceived ofas a more ecoDOmical and elegant way to integrate
subordinate infonnarion into the mmix, VAs (PPPs) tend to replace the more
complicated subordinate clauses with finite verb forms and subordinators.
Second, they gradually absorb the functions ofthc finite preterites (Van de
Wall. 1991;382).

In making refermce to the participle in -la as used in the corpus.. [ will hencefonh refer to it
asPPP to distinguish it from the PAP (past ActivePatticiple). The abbreviated form allows
the reader to interpret the ambiguous middle P: IS 'passive' or 'perfect(ive)' as the context
wan>nts.
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Goldman and Sutherland (1987:167) suggest a possible rationale for the increasing

popularity ofthese fonns. Sanskrit, they note. Mshows a mariced proclivity for nominalization -

the substitution of nominal forms for finite verbal forms...througb the use of a variety of

declinable...words derived from verbal roots.M The dual nature of these participles, Madjectival

in form but verbal in function", allows for the replacement ofentire clauses by a single word.

This feature of the participles makes them great favourites, Goldman and Sutherland note,

with ''beginning students...• as. through their use, [students] are frequently able to substitute

an easily dectinable adjective for a posstbly obscure and aImosr: certainly forgotten finite verb. M

A similar motivation could certainly have been at work in the Classical times: according to

Burrow: Mby such devices the wealth of the P~ean verbal. morphology can be mostly

ignored, and this simplified Sanskrit was understandably popular" (1955:354).

4. 1. 1 FormatiOD

The PPP is formed by adding the suffix -fa (e.g. ft-/a 'heard') -ita (e.g. pa~h-ila 'read')

or -no (e.g. chin-na 'cut' < chid-no) to the (usually) 'weak' form (u zero-grade) of the verbal

root. Its meaning and application depend on certain factors., i.e. the transitivity oft..'1.e verbal

root and the placement of the paniciple. If they are formed from transitive roots. the nouns

they modify are the direct objects (karman) ofthe action ofme verbal root., and appear in the

nominative case. The~ (agent.) will appear in the instrumental, as in (24) and (25):

(24) tat pusta/=ri mayli JHIl/riImri
that+NOMIN/S book+NOMIN/S NEG l+lNS .....d+PPP+NOMIN/S
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That book [is/was] not read by me.'

'I did not read the book.'

(25) evam
thus

maya

I+INS bear+-PPP+NOMIN/S

'Thus I have beard.'

Ifthe participle is fanned from an intransitive root. the resulting form indicates that the

nouns modified are the agents/subjects (karn:'s) of the verbal root; PiI:rini (3.4.12) states that

suffix -to indicates lcaro: with verbs of motion, and certain other verbs such as stJra'to stand'

and as 'to sit,~, as in examples (26) and (27). The usage is clearly intransitive, rather than

passive (Speijer 188611980:280). The action usually takes place in the past (especially with

verbs ofmotion):

(26) rmro vantmi

Rima+NOMIMIS forest+ACC/N/S

lat~;

lo+PPP+NOMIMIS

SiB api

Siti+NOMIF/S PRT

tatta 11IIa

there lo+PPP+NOMIF/S

'Rfuna weat to the forest; S-rti weat there also.'

However. the participle can simply describe a state (retrospective aspect) with no

particular reference to time (Goldman and Sutherland 1987: 168; Whitney 1889/1967:340)

as in (27). or be used as an attributive adjective. as in (28):

See Slwma (1995:642) for a complete list.
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(27) bahavo munayo

many+NOMIMIPL sages+NOMIM/PL forest+LOCINIS

sthit~

stay+PPP+NOMIMfPL

'Many sages [are/were] lOCAted in the forest.'

(28) tyaktwn kDnywn

abaodon+PPP+ACC/F/S girl+ACCIFIS

1 see the abandoned girl.'

pa~.,i

see+PRESllIS

As we mentiooed earlier, participles can be ambiguous as to orientation (A- or P·):plaiJ

and bhu/aaJ.l, for instance can mean either 'having dnJnk' or 'having been drunk' I 'having eaten'

or 'having been eaten' (Andmen 1991:95«:; Schmalsticg 1980:172ff; Speijer 1886/1980:280).

The comext usually clarifies such ambiguities.

As is clear from the above examples, the 'past passive' participle is neither necessarily past,

nor passive (though it can be both). Two very important features of this construction have

been mentioned in the introductory section but deserve reiteration:

1. these participles are marked for~ (perfective or retrospective), but not necessarily

«mR. The event descnbed is marked as ·completed, regardless of the tense of the clause in

which it appears- (Goldman and Sutherland 1987:168) (i.e. 'readlbeard' is the issue, not

'isIwas1.

2. the sentence is not~ passive. but it allows for either active or passive

interprewion (cf. example 24) depending on whether one is dealing with Vedic or Classical
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Sanskrit. During the MIA period. the active interpretation is a direct consequence of the

disappearance of the active finite preterites. Goldman and Sutberiand (1987:47) comment that

it was because ofconstructions such as this that the category of'voice' had become very much

a non-issue in Classical Sanskrit.

4. 1. Z Examples ortbe PPP as _ N_rntive Past Tense.

The PPP is used in all capacities described above in the VelRapaiicaviri!iJti, both to

describe past events (usually verbs ofmotion - cominS and going) or states. Although this p-

oriented participle receives considerably more usage than its A-oriented counterpart for the

description of past events [In a ratio ofapproximatdy 3:1), it does not receive the heavy

usage that Whitney describes. Calling the Veuiapaiicavimtm an "extreme case of such

usages", he claims (1889/1967:362) that in this text. the participle in -10 is used for the

expression ofpast events DiDdy percent of the time. JS

Where in the examples it is relevant or ofspecial interest, absolutive control will be noted.

As I indicated above (page v), because I am quoting directly from Emeneau's translitrnrion.

sandhi will be left as it appeu'S in his text, and not dissolved.

Story I, Ne 16 (dialoguelclwaeter oamtiooXabsolutive controlkd by putral!):

Even granting that Whitney would obviously have been using a different edition of the
Ve/~as his source, his statistics seem quite exaggerated. My evidence indicates
that -Ia participles account overall for approximately thirty percent of expressions of past
evenu. although indMduaI stori.. may show bighe< _ (See APPENDIX I).
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boy+NOMlM/S

(29) putro dyWzlczal! ~

son+NOMIMIS I+GEN gambling-addicted+NOMIMIS all-own-t"ACCIN/S

vinas~mri Ju:rva palSy~

be-Iost+PPP+ACCINIS do+ABS flee+PPP+NOMIMIS

'My son, who is addicted to gambling, lost aU my property and nD away.'

Story 2, page 28 Cm-tale narn:tion):

(30) br~ya Icrandan

brahman-wife+lNSlF/S ay+PART+NOMlM/S

'gnau proJuipuu.

fire+LOCIMIS tbrow+PPP+NOMIMIS

The brahnw1's wife tbrew the crying boy into the lite.' (Lit: 'The boy

{was} thrown into the fire by the brahmin's wife.')

Story 7, page 56 Cm-tale narn1ionXabsolutive controUed by rifa):

(31) itt vismitaIJ

QUOT bear+ABS Icing+NOMIMIS utoaish+PPP+NOMJM/S

samas7asampm; 6~

Sattvaslla-pr_ACCINJS p+PPP+NOMlM/S

'When the king beard this, be was utoaisbed and weet to Sattvas11a.'

Story 7, page 56 Cm-we narration):

(In this case, the conuoUcr oftbe absolutive, 'she', and the instrumental 'subject' of

abhihi/am are recoverable from the context only.)

(32) galVa

gO+ABS aU+NOMINIS
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'She went and told her the whole matter.'

Story 7. page 58 (m-tale narration):

(33) tato 'vpatinides. sa /amya

then king-command+ABUMlS that+NOMIF/S girl+NOM/F1S

samas7am lUUIgata

Sanvas1Ia+ACCIMIS roRo..... PPP+NOM/F/S

'Then at the king's command the girt rallowed Sanvas1la.'

Story 10. page 66 (introduction):

tanayB

and daugln....NOMIFIS

(34) tasya... 15va1Jyavatj

that+GENIM/S... Uv~yavati +NOMIF/S

bh{6S

b<+PPP+NOM/F/S

'..and he Iuld a daughter named Uv~vati' (Lit: 'ofhim. was a daughter')

Story 10. page 68 (m-tale narration):

svagr:haTri

own-bome+ACClN/S

Jcatham api

somehow

'pi

10ve-smite+PPP+NOM/MlS PRT

gomJ,

co+PPP+NOMIMIS

'Though he was love-sminen. be managed to pt to his own bouse.'

(35)

Story 13, page 80 (dialogue/narration by clwacter)(absolutive controUed by sakhyas):

(36) satkyaS

anendant+NOMIFIPL and aII+NOM/FIPL

llin

that+ACC/F/S
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apahaya po/ay""
abandon+ABS Oee+PPP+NOMIFIPL

'..and all her attendants abandoned her and ned.'

Story 14, page 90 (in-tale narration):

(37) unmZJayantl mr:t5

Unmidayanti +NOMIF/S die+PPP+NOM/F/S

'Unmadayanti died.'

Story 21. page 112 (in·tale narration)(absolutive controlled by 'ayS):

(38) ity uktva lays prasthffpitaJ!,

QUOT say+ABS that+INSlFIS dispatcb+ PPP+NOMIMIS

'Saying this, she sent him off'

(Lit: When she had said this., by her he was caused to be set out.')

Story 21. page 120 (dialogue/narration by character):

(39) maral.rasam(rfl

death-time+LOC/MfS there lakeshore+LOCIMJS I+IN'S

'k5 cakraviikl ~a

one+NOMJF'/S cakravilca-hen+NOMIF/S see+PPP+NOMIF/S

'At the time ofdeath, there on the shore of the lake I saw a cakravika ben.'

Story 21, page 124 (in-tale narration):

that+NOMINIPL jewel+NOMINIPL

(40) tatas

then

t.,i ralnan; kanakada/taya

Kanakadatta+DATIMIS
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king+lNSIMIS pv<+PPP+NOMINIPL

Then the Iring pn those jewels to Kanakadatta.'

Story 23. page 135-6 (in-tale narration):

(41) athai 'kadA ..

then once...

vidyiiihaTas

Vidyidhara+NOM'MlS

rays salta

that+INS/F/S with

militll~

med+PPP+NOMlM!S

'One day Vtdyidhaca. ..met her.'

Story 23, page 136 (m-wc ovnuion){absolutives controUed by KhaIjiinljaDgba) :

(42) kharjiiajangha

KJwjiirajaiigha+NOMlM/S

imam n~a

this+ACCIMIS lead+ABS

<Wa1J'O khiiiiram

come+ABS eat+PPP+ACClM/S

nijasthWJam .ata~

home+ACC/N/S come-+- PPP+NOMIMIS

1CIwjiirajaiigha came and .te him and went back to his own abode.'

4.2 THE PARTICIPLE IN -(THE PAST ACTIVE PARTICIPLE) (pAP)

4.2.1 Fonaatioa.

This participle is formed by the: addition of the declinable possessivizing suffix: -van/ to tl

participle in -ta, transitive or intransitive roots. The.sense. thus. as indicated in the Introductio

(§ 1.2.2) is of'ownenhip' ofthc verbal activity, a common method ofexpressing perfectivity. Tb

participle is part of a tre:I1d, much in. evidence during the classical times. toward tense/aspe
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marking on the right.~ the 'oki' way of leftwards tense/aspect distinctions (e.g.. the augmer

Q-, and reduplication - both leftwards phenomena). Although the leftwacds located -10 participl

still carries part ofme aspectuaIload (indicating either retrospective 01'" perfective aspect), subjet

agreement is triggered by the rightwards element -\.ItD1£'\.tttl

Although the Past Active Participle (hencefonh PAP) shows greater lexical variety in thi

corpus than did the 'plain' PPP, usage is somewhat restricted: as I noted above., it occurs only thin

percent as often as its passive counterpart for the narration of past events. There is again a ttenc

and I emphasize that this is only a trend, not an exclusive usage, for these fonns to be used t,

desc:ribe the activities of female characters. The only (albeit slightly far-fetched) explanation fo

this might be the perceived semantic association of females with possessions or ownership i

general, with "the worldof~" (female principle -= praJa:ti, 'substance') acknowledge

to be the only sphere of life where ~sbe would play any role at all~ (pandharipande 1988:272).

I think it also important to mention some aitical differences between these -Iovan/ participle

and the adjcctiva1 participles in -tao Although it is hypothetically possible for the -tavan/ suffix tl

be declined in all three genders.. because of the semantics of -IV1Il, high on the animacy clint

usages tend to be confined to human subjects.

As indicated above, as a consequence of the addition oftbe -vant suffix. the 'passive' natur

oftbe PPP is over-ruled: usaaes aR always 'active'. Since the -tawmt suffix designates kart!: 'agen

(P~ 3.4.67), the subjects of these participles appear invariably in the nomiB.tin case. NI

instrumental agent 'subjects', such as in the construction with the -10 participle, appear with tbi

fonn.
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4.2.2 Examples orebe PAP as a Narrative Past Tense

Story I. page 14 (in-taJe narration):

that+ACC/N/S fine-lake+ACClNIS

(43) atra 'ntare

then interior+LOCINIS

tal sarovarani

snnm eka lranya... samagat4Vati

bathe+INF one+NOMIF/S girl+NOMIF/S come+PAP+NOMIF/S

'In the meantime agirl. ..came [in] to that fine lake to bathe.'

Story t, page 14 (in-tale narration):

(44) sa 'pi... svibhipriiyam

that+NOM/F/S PRT.. own-feelings+ACClN/S

dar.tavati

sbow+PAP+NOMIF/S

'She let [him] see ber feelings by means ofan artifice.'

Story I. page 18 (in-tale narration):

(45) tatal! padmHvatI.. tasyi

then Padmivati+NOMIF/S... that+GENIFIS

nijoda~bhir

upJiyena

anifi_INS/MIS

va&num;

fa_ACCINIS

own-ten+INSJFIPL finger+INSIFIPL mark.+PAP+NOMIF/S

'Then Padmivati marked [the old woman's] face..with her own ten fingers.'

Story I, page 18 (m-tale narration):

(46) IDIDh kruddhii sii

then angry+NOM/F/S that+NOM/F/S that+<iENIFIS face+/LOCINIS
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'ligulitrayena kun7cumani dizttavati..

three-fingers+INSIN/S saffion+ACC/N/S put+PAP+NOMIF/S

tato rudati sa K1:ham igo1)'O

then weep+PART+NOMIF/S that+NOM/F/S home+ACC/N/S come+ABS

lOSYas ce~~ffni ,oyal! kathitavall

that+GENIFIS activity+ACClFIS that+GENIDU relate+PAP+NOM/F/S

'Then angrily Padmavati put saffron on her [an old woman's] cheek with three

fingers. Weeping, she [the old woman] returned home and related to them what

Padmavati had done.'

Story I, page 18 (dialogue/character narration):

'rtukilalffni

menstruation-time+ACClFIS

'dya"tmono

that+INSINIS selftGENIMIS today

jifapilavatl

inform+PAP+NOMIF/S

'Thereby she ioformed [wJ that today is the time ofber menstration.'

(47) ... lena

Story 1, page 20 (in-tale narration):

(48) tato mahala "dare'!'1

then large+INSIMIS respect+INSIMIS poisoned·food+ACCIN/S

buddhi5iui'aya prastll.itavati

BuddhiSarira+DATIMIS sead off+PAP+NOM/F/S

Then with a large show of respect. she seDt to BuddhiSarira poisoned food.'

Story I. page 22 (in-tale narration):

(49) vajramuku~o 'pi tat sarvam
Vajramuku~+NOMIMIS PRT that+ACClN/S all+ACClN/S
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samJicaritav.ior

act+PAP+NOMIMIS

'Vajramuku~ then earried out all [that plan).'

Story 10. page 70 (absolutive controlled by iyam):

(50) alha '10 gatva sanikelasth~ iyam

then there gO+ABS appointment-place+ACCINIS this+NOM/F/S

P'4Jurwui

reacb+PAP+NOM/F/S

Then going further. she reached the rendezvous.'

For interest's sake, and by way of comparison, let us look at how this constnJetion woulo

appear had the PPP been used, rather than the PAP:

(51) alha 'to gatvB

then there go+ABS

prffplam

reacb+PPP+NOMINIS

anayii

appointment-place+NOMIN/S this+INSlF/S

The translation would be the same. via the ergative construction, but whereas the subject

of(50) is nominative (since -tDvanI indicates karo:')' in (51) the suffix -10 indicates korman.

Consequently, nominative is assigned to soniketasth-..am 'rendezvous', and by ~'s

anabhihite rule (2.3.18) (Sharma 1995:125-6), instru.meDtal is assigned to the agent of the

reaching, anaya 'she' (Lit: 'by her'). The absolutivegatvBia both cues is controlled by the

same element: expressed by the nominative case in the A-oriented construction in (50) and

by the instrwnemal case in the P.oCriented construction in (51). It will be observed that there
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is as well a subtle semantic nuance depending on the participle selected: with the ppp the

emphasis is on the completed verbal activity rtseIf". whereas with the PAP, the focus seems

to on the doer rather than the done. This change is reflected in the change in marking. as

above (§4.2.1).

Story 10. page 68 (in-tale narration):

(52) kmwpDirolJ

10vestrik:e+PPP+NOMIMIS Kandarpa+NOMIMIS

uuyiih

that+FISIGEN

breast-over hand+ACClM/S lItrctcb+PAP+NOMIMIS

'Kandarpa...was smitten with tove and ,1.retched forth his hand to her breast.'

Story 10. page 70 (in-tale narration):

(53) anena 'pi

lhis+INSIMIS PRT

.lilY.Y.n

tyakta sv.nina/J

relcase+PPP+NOMIF/S~

irlZUlWlti

bed+ACClF/S .....PAP+NOM

'Released by him too, she weat to her" husband's bed.'

Story 14. page 86 (dialogue/direct spe<cl»:

(54) mahyan;

I+DAT

,... swcchays dtIIbIv_

king+MlSlNOM own-wiIl+INSIF/S pve+PAP+NOMIMIS

The king pve [her] to me ofhis own free will.'

Ergative constructions tend to -c:nhaDce- perfectivity (Bubenik:personaJ communication).
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Story 14, page 88 (in-tale narration):

(55) 1010 rija IIlavan..

then king+NOWMIS that+ACCIF/S NEG lead+PAP+NOMIMIS

ala ratnadattaIJ seniitrtzT!Cldhava/aya

then Ratnadana+NOMIMIS general-~dhava1a+DATIMIS

daltavan

give+PAP+NOMIMIS

'Hence the king did not marTY bet". Ratnadatta then gave [her] to the general

RanadhavaIa.'

Story 14. page 88 (in-tale narration/direct speech):

(56) ladO 'nmaiayanlJ 'Ii

then Unmidayantl+NOMIF/S mind+LOCIN/S QUOT

cinlavati.. rijli ma.n

tbiok+PAP+NOM/F/S.. king+NOMIMIS I+ACC NEG

lead+PAP+NOMIMIS

'Unmadayantl thought thus in her mind: -[This is the] king [who] . did not

marTY me.-'

Story 21, page 124 (in·tale narration/direct speech):

(57) sa jatismari 'pi

that+NOM/F/S previous-life-remembering+NOMIF/S PRT

kathatri kona/rodatIani jifawai

how Kanakadaua+ACCIMIS NEG kaow+PAP+NOMIF/S

'[Why], though she remembered ber previous existences, did she DOt

remember Kanakadana..?'
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Story 21, page 124 (concluding paragraph/direct speech):

(58) ...nijapatirit vis~i

own-husband+ACCJMJS rorget+PAP+NOMIFIS

'She rorgot her own husband'

Occasionally, the -lW2't suffix is semantically foregrounded and the sense is of'possession'

of the perfective verbal activity, rather than past time, and is best rendered in translation as

an English perfect.)1 nus happens regularly in direct speech, as these next two examples

show:

Sto'}' 7, page 56 (dialoguel<fim:t speech),

(59) aham

I+NOM sdf!-ACCIMIS p......t+PAP+NOMIF/S

1 bave pftHDted myself'

Story 7, page 56 (dialogue/direct speech):

(60) mahyam

I+DAT

.",fturi yodi bhavati disltlzwzti

self+ACCJMJS if lady+NOMIF/S give+PAP+NOMIFIS

1fyou bavepea yourseJfto me...'

In examples such as this, the -vant morpbeme could be considered almost as an auxiliary, in
the sense that it substitutes for 'bave', as we noted above, a lexical item whicb Sanskrit did DOt
possess. Thus, gatavati> 'Sbe~ gone--ness' ='She has gone/she went'. The form
might thus be viewed u far more derivational than inflectional.
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Recall that this type ofevent in direct speech (expressed by an English perfect aspecrual

auxiliary haslhave) was rendered in the early language by the aorist. as in example (5),

repeated here as (61):

(61) lam ho ·v.i:a(perfect}: apatsata(aorist} vaasyadantMJ

'.. [thenJ he said to him: "Truly. his teeth have dropped out"'

Speijer (188611980:252) distinguishes between this type ofpast fact, which he terms the

"actual" past, "events so recent as not to have lost their actuality at the time of their being

related", and events that are more remote from the moment ofspeaking, which he terms the

"historical" past. He indicates that for expressing the latter, "the four past tenses are used

almost promiscuously, and the historical present may be added to them as a fifth"

(1886/1980:246). The "aetua.I" past, however. is fur more restricted. These very recent events,

the type ofevent which is rendered by an English perfect, such as "I have done" or "I have

seen the man" may only be expressed "by the aorist or the participle" (1886/1980:252).

The loss ofthe aorist, then, would conceivably further restrict the available means for tbe

expression ofthese events. Consequently, it might be expected that in the Classical language

other means might be found, or other uses expand, to fill this gap. As we shall see in the

foUowing section, such was indeed the case. The periphrastic construction involving the PPP

and auxiliary verb las ('to be') was used regularly in direct speech in the Velalapaiicaviri!i:zti

in this capacity.
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CHAPTERs

ASPECTUAL DISTINcnONS USING PERIPHRASTIC PR£DICATION

S. 0 Aaalytk AsputvaJ COllJtructioas

'"There is a small set ofaux verbs which develop into highly specific tense/aspect/modality

marken- (Giv6n 1979:221). These helping verbs ·place the situation described in a certain

time (tense), ascribe a temporal contour to it (aspect), and assess its reality (modaJityr

(Steele 1978:7-47).

The four verbs which are used in this capacity in the Ver;iopaiicaviri.bti are Jas'to be',

(retrospective aspect. in concert with the PPP), Jstha 'to stay' and ,jas 'to sit. stay'

(~aspect),and~ 'to be'" (unperl'e<:tive aspect). These "'" employed in what

I term -serial constructions";" for they involve an invariant word order, vi:.. (participle plus

amwiary) with no intervening sentential items. This was not always the case. Earlier

periphrastic perfect forms olD allowed such items (Murti 1984:272, Taraporewala 1967:72).

Speyer [-Sprijer] (189611914:46) lists vidyate. in that form, in company with rootS stha, as,
and~ as an auxiliary verb used. with the: present participle. The form and meaning of vidyate
is discussed It length in §S.4.0

See 0;_ 1991:83 (eI).

Sanskrit possessed two other typeS of periphrastic: predication: I. the periphrastic perfect,
exceedingly rare in the Veda, but increasingly more common in Classical literature., where
auxiliaries Jar, Ibhii, or JIa: are used. These forms. with auxiliary las only, are ubiquitous
in the V~IS/apaifca....jri!bti- and 2. the periphrastic future, of which no examples were in
evidence in this corpus. Both were made up of -.fixed nominal and a variable verb fonn·
(Goldman and Sutberlat>d 1987,287).
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The phrases appear sentence final. in the typical SOV verbal position. Hittite possessed

a similar type of periphrastic predicate where" ...a non-tinite form of the lexical main verb

immediately precedes a finite form of the auxiliary verb. wh:ich. in its turn. is sentence tinal"

(Luraghi 1990:24). Certain predicates involved "finite forms ofmotion verbs which function

as indicators of tense/aspect with respect to other finite verb forms" (Luraghi 1990: I7).

Predication via non-finite verb forms ~strung together and closed by a finite verb fonn" was

also ~a prominent fearure ofDravidian~ (Emeneau 1980: 113).41

5. 1 Serial Constructions Expressing Analytic Aspect42

These serial constructions are of four main types in the Vetff/apancaviribti, to be

discussed in detail below:

I. PPP plus auxiliary ';as ('to be')

(indicating retrospective aspect (or Speijer's "actual" past), used in dialogue)

agato 'smi

come+ PPP+NOMIMIS be+PRES/lI$

1 have come.'

Although the use ofthis type ofperiphrastic construction became increasingly common in the
Classical language, similar constructions were not unknown in the earlier language. Whitney
(1889/1967:394-5) indicates that ~even in the Veda". use ofa (usually) present participle with
auxiliary verbs such as';i or ';car, both meaning 'to go', signalled ~continued or habitual
action....;ar and';sth8., auxiliaries which appearfrequent1y in this corpus, were also seen in the
earlier language, as in this example which Whitney quotes from the Aitareya-Brihmarla: te
~ prativavadato.~ 'they, having gone off: kept vehemendy refusing'. Note that
the imperfect fonn of the auxiliaJy (ati~) is used in this early form.

See §1.1.2.
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2. Present participle plus auxiliary Istha ('to stand, stay. remain')

(indicating imperfective aspect, used as an in-tale narrative tense)

anubhavaJis ti~hati

enjoy+PART+NOMIMIS Jtay+PRESD/S

'He~ enjoyed.'

3. Present participle plus auxiliary las ('to sit. stay, remain')

(complex use: imperfedive aspect/discourse)

gacchanli me

go+PART+NOMIF/S stay+PRE5nISIMID

'She continually went.

4. Present participle plus auxiliary vidyate ('to be. exist'> Jvid'to find')

(indicating imperfective aspect, complex in-tale discourse use)

gacchanri vidyate

go+PART+NOMIF/S fiad+PASS+PRE5nlSlMedio-Passive

'She~ along the road.'

The auxiliary verbs in these CODStlUctions convey botb aspect (via Alction.ran: the lexical

meaning aCme verb: 'stay' is inherently imperfective) and tense. The (leftwards) main lexical

(non-finite) verbal element conveys only aspect.
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5. 2 PPP with AUIiliary .;as

There are three constructions which need to be mentioned under this heading. First. there

is the 'nominal sentence' form., wherein the PPP is used by itself as a preterite predicate (as

disaJssed above §4.1.1. 4.1.2. ex. unma1ayant1nu:ta= Unmadayanti died; ity uktvacaJital!.=

Having said thar. he~.).This was the most common. 'unmarked' usage, where the

PPP represented "a finite verb in the past tense. that is. either a state or a condition. or an

event in the past" (Breunis 1990:134). The PPP .... .is a past tense when it functions as a finite

verb" ..it describes.....an event in the past. oo4J Breunis notes thar. in Hindi. the PPP's are:

aetua1ly finite verb fonns used to indicar:e a preterite. namely a momentaneous
action. performed once upon a rime in the past, without any neussary
reference to the moment the action took place; for instance. vall Bamba;
gays, "he went to Bombay" (Breunis 1990:1).

Sreunis calls this a -neutral" usage. but this could be problematical, especially in light of

Dik's remarks (1987:58): "The copula is a semantically empty supponative verb in all its

ocaurences." This is cerWnly not true in Eng1ish:: consider the 'miminal pair': "The missionary

is/has eaten." There is a significant. senwttic difference between copular and auxiliary usages

I might note here that all the examples which Speijer (1886/1980:255) lists ofhis "historical"
past lack the copula. Deshpande (1991 :38-9) offers an interesting discussion of the differing
theoretical approaches of Sanskrit grammarians to the inclusion of';as 'to be' in deriving
nominal sentence of the type r8maJJ gata/t. Kityiyana. for instance. assumes that an
underlying (am] should be understood in all such scntc:nces, with the agent rna coreferential
with the affix -n of the finite verb. "Here the~ syntactic value ofthe participial affix-ta
as denoting 'agent' is not contradicted by the imputed finite verb, but remains derivationally
unuti1izcd. "This analysis runs into problems,. however, when the senses of the participle and
the affix are in conflict. as in r"'e'!Dr~ hata/t {am] 'Riva1].8. is killed by Rima'
(Deshpande 1991:40).
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of existential verbs which seems to escape bam Dik and Chomsky (1966:66). [[ does not

escape Luraghi (1990:24) who notes. referring to the development of Hinhe ,Jes- as an

auxiliary, that in Early Hittite,

the verb 'be' should not be taken as an auxiliary, but rather as the copula
taking a participle as its Complement. Auxiliary 'be' appears only from Middle
Hittite onwards. Examples are:
(6016) kedas=-ma.ANA KURKURtA.A LUGAL lIN Hatti kuit UL kuiski~
Wi
'Since no king~ (panza esta) to these countries' lot

Understanding this difference is critical to an appreciation of aspeaua1 significance.,

eenain.ly oflatin periphrastic tenses. (Sec below).

Secoodly, the use of,Jas as a copula, with an adjective, or with a PPP as iu complement.

as above. referring more to the nominal. annbutive, rather than the verbal, action-oriented

properties of the participle, and thus often representing a state, is used in direct speech and

(most often) rendered in the present tense. as in 'pl'lo'smi' =1 am pleased. or 'lJaddho'smi'-

Iambound.U

Tbirdly, the serial construaion ppp plus auxiliary ,Jmrepresems a marked fonn: its usage

indica1eS retrospective aspect (or, later, as in Hindi. perfea tense). Brcunis says (1990: 142)

Note tense: panza esto = ao+ participle be + PASTIJ/S = 'gone wu' = 'bad gone'

I might note here that: similar usages involving the lexical item bhii nearly always have an
inchoative meaning. as 'he became something'. I do not include bhii in this discussion, for the
reason that this item does not occur in aspectUa1ly significant serial consuuctions in this
corpus.
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R...the construction with the copula is marked in reiarion to the nominal sentence. because the

former is more explicit and, as a consequence. more limited in use. RAgain. in Hindi. Breunis

notes that the use of the ppp with a fonn of 'to be'...Rindieates another kind of preterite.

namely, an action in the past somehow connected with the preseotM (Breunisl990: I).

With the synthetic (aorist) form no longer available for rcodering this type ofevent.. the

analytic sttategy for the realisation of .such events receives heavy use in the

VetNapaiiarviri.bti, especially in dialogue. Note that. consistent with retrospective aspect.

many afme phrases could as well be rendered by a stative present: 1 have come=( am here'.

~. 1. 1 Eumples o( Type 1 (pPP with Ausiliary J lIS 'to 1Jc') (rom the Corpus

The reader will note that the participle of the main lexical verb agrees with iu subject

referent in gender. number and case. The auxiliary agrees in person and number, but is only

inflected in the pustnt. most commonly, lhough DOt always. in 1st and 2nd person. AU

examples are in dialogue, i.e. direct speech..

Introductory Story, page 10:

(62) aham

I+NOM

1 have come:

Story 4, page 44:

......
co..e+PPP+NOMIMIS

's",;

_PRES/liS

(63) t"; nilJs;ya "gtllO ·s"';
that+ACClF/S tum away+ABS come+PPP+NOM/MfS be+PREs/lIS
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1 have turned her away and come.'

Story 10. page 70:

go+PPP+NOMIFIS be+PRESIIIS

(64) /ato

thus

'ham

I+NOM

gttta 'smi

'Thus I have returned.'

Story 21. page 116:

(65) kimartham i'ga/o 's'

why come+PPP+NOMIMIS b<+PRESI2IS

'Why have you come here?'

Story 21. page 116:

(66) milas. reNa sev'-';

mother+VOC/F/S you+GENservice+ACCIFIS

kartum

do+lNF

agaJO 'smi

come+PPP+NOMIMIS be+PRESlIIS

'I have come to do you reverence.'

Story 22. page 128:

(67) putri.

daughter+VOCIF/S you+VOCIFIS such+ACClFIS state+ACC/F/S

Im/o gala 's;

how go+PPP+NOMIF/S be+PRESI2IS

'Daughter. how have you come[or 'got1 to such a state?'
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Story 25. page 148:

(68) gholalw

ho~NOMlM!S

'sri

be+PRESJ3/S

'~Zya

horse-enciosure+ABUFIS

nl0

'A horse has been stolen from the stable.'

Story 25. page 150:

(69) hh~na tvam alTa

that+INSIMIS good-fortune-dawn+INSIMIS you+NOM/S here

"nio

lead+PPP+NOMlM/S

'<1

be+PRES/2/S

'You have been broucbt here by that good fortune.'"

Story 25. page 152:

(70) hho. mah'8ja.

oh great king+VOCIMIS

'Oh king, you bave .rrived.'

stUn§yi60

.rrive+PPP+NOMIMIS

'<1

be+PRESI2IS

As Staal (1967:29-30) notes, this(scriaI) arnngeme:m amoums to a -kind ofsuffixation-.

thus preparing the way for the subsequent clitici.z:ation and evemual grammaricaliza.tion of

the auxiliary. This process involves a "concurrent weakening ofboth the meaning and the

Altbougb Emen<au opts fur the passive"orp«Wion, the ergative 'That good fortune bas led
you here' might just as felicitously have transJated this passage. This is a good example ofa
consuuction which is ambiguous berween the passive and ergative interpretation.
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form of the word in question~ (Dik 1987:54). Both the fixed word order. which Lehmann

(1982) calls a timher indication ofgrammaticalization and the operation ofsandhi, which

obfuscates the phonological discreteness betWeen words. obviously give this process a

'kickstart': viz: Ogalo'smi.

That this process did indeed take place is indicated by Breunis (1990: 184) refening to

In a limited number ofeases, the PPP is connected to the present tense of the
copula. ..the second person (si, "you are")... is directly attached to the PPP, as
a kind of suffix...

This phenomenon can also be clearly seen in Prakrit N"l)'8. (kadamhi< kado mhi 1 have

done' not ·1 am done'} and in Modern Eastem Hindi (deJchesi< dekhe hasi 'You have seen');

these examples from Bubenik: (1989:395) demonstrate the "6nitization" ofparticiple by means

of the (already) cliticized copula. This yoking of the (original) passive motpbology and the

copula allows the resulting fonn to be reinterpreted as retrospective aspect: (i.e. 'I have done'

not ·1 am done').

This is an important point to note. since. in languages with a proclivity for nominal

predication, like !Ernte and Sanskrit, the copula/auxiliary was often omitted, almost always

in the present tense (Masica 1991 :339). As noted above, its inclusion invariably denoted some

nuance oftense/aspect, as in the examples quoted above, in !Ernte (Luraghi 1990:24), or in

the Latin passive periphrastic tenses. Thus, amns sum does not mean ·1 am loved'. but
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rather. 1 have been/was loved'. The retrospective aspect (§ 1.1.2) results from the interaction

of the passive paniciple and the existential auxiliary.

Where its inclusion in the information structure would be redundant, as in self-evident,

gnomic utterances such as Sanskrit, striyo nisargaieva fX1I!4itih, 'women are naturally wise'.

or in Larin omnia praecliia r;a, 'all that is excellent is rare', the copula may be omitted. Such

univena..l truths are, according to Benveniste, "Tense/Aspect neutral" • I presume in the sense

that their truth is not time dependent.

Gonda (1975:74), from whom the above examples are taken. notes in support of the

above:

As a rule, nominal sentences are avoided ifthe utterance is intended to express
a special modal, temporal, or affective nuance wllich cannot be understood by
the hearer.47

Sch:malstieg (1980:185) quotes Shields in identiJYing [E root ·es as "etymologically a
pronoun". (Compare similar phenomenon in Hebrew (Li and Thompson 1977:427ff)). This
referential nature would have allowed easy omission in statements with no extraneous
information (i.e. tense, mood, etc.) to confer to the hearer. One can imagine a prot~utterance

as·es me/ndiglF!he black goat'. or. more likely, ·melndigh es. One does not say "He black
goat" out of the blue. It is usually in answer to a question, such as "Whatlwho is he?" or
"What colour is the goat?" Thus.. the information structure wouJd place the salient feature
6nt: the creature or the colour. depending on what was to be emphasized in response to the
question and, since the referent has already been mentioned, and both parties were aware of
who/what was under discussion, the third person pronoun/copula could easily be omitted.
Third singular copulas are, in fact, the mOlt likely to be omitted. In direct deix:is. they would
be "referentially semantically void" (BimUck 1991:244).
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5.3 Prescot Partic:iplc with Auliliary Istlrs)

In addition to its use as an auxiliary, ISlha maintains a "life of its own~ in this corpus. It

occurs as an independent verb. functioning as a lexical item. inBected in sev~ forms. (see

§5.2.l.6) though, granted. rardy in the present tense., which usage seems reserved for its

auxiliaryfunc:tion.

The verb 'to stand' is. cross-lingually, a common auxiliary verb typically indicating

imperfectiveldurative aspect. It can become desemanticized to the point where its use is

simply copular, as in Spanish: estaba estudiondo -1 was studying', or as in this example from

Khotanese, where it appears in a serial construction with the PPP. Emmenck (1987:289)

notes that such a usage creates an unambiguous passive Conn, unlike the active result in

Sanskrit (example reproduced as it appears in Emmerick):

(71) tta tta khu

so so as

acba...

ttaramdanja (Kho......)

ofthe body (Nom-Ace PIMasc)

busta

disease (Nom-Ace PI Masc) know (pP Nom-AccPIMa.sc)

staod (3rd PI.Pr<s)

'They are known (Sansbit malWJ) as "body~ diseases.'

I found only one example ofsuch a copulae usage:

Stoty 21. page 122:

(12) vicitradanasya kanyamama pamistlUlA

'My wife was the daughter ofVicitradatta.'
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although Bopp noted (1856:718) that - .. in Sanskrit. the root .Jslha. 'to stand', occasionally

receives the abstract meaning 'to be'.-

There is little evidence tha.t .JsthSbas reached this Stage in my corpus. I give two pieces

ofevidence in support of this opinion: as noted above., JsthSstill functions as an independent

lexical item throughout the text, and. even in its capacity as an auxiliary verb. it shows

remarkable vitality: it is intlected in several tenses. two voices., and three numbers. indicating

strongly that its.semantic force has not been abated. This being the case., the following phrases

could be interpreted as being doubly marked for durativity: morphologically, via the present

participle, and lexically. by the Akrionsart of ';sthi, which. after all does mean 'stay' or

'remain': obviously 'dul'1.tive'. In phrases using lexical items such as anubhii. with its

aspectualIy significant (iterative) prefix anu- ('afterward. again,), a predicate such as

anubhavanr ti:!.haIi becomes a veritable 'soup' ofdurativity, doubly and triply compounding

the aspectuallayers. This triply marlced phrase is ubiquitous in the text in this context of

descriptions of sexual intcrcc:lUne., to indicate 'oagoingDess'-durativity. The pragmatic

functiOD is obvious.

./SdrS's primary fUnction in the verbal system., however, seems to be a true auxiliary: it

'helps' the present participle, which iodicates imperfective aspect, functiOD as a main verb, a

function which. alone, it was not able to perform:

The present p&rticiple in the Classical Language wu...limitcd...to a status in
a sentence subordinate to another finite verb or its equivalent. The present
participle can tlC"tIer substitute for the principal verb ofa sentence- (Goldman
and Sutherland 1987,242).
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S. 3. I Examples orTy~ 1 (PrueDI Partie=iple with Audiary ,fstha'lQ stay. remain')

rrom tbe Corpus

It will be ooticcd that, in these pbrasc:s. both membcn are inflected: the present participle

fur the oominaI categOries ofgender. munber and case. the auxiliary for the verbal categories

ofteose, voice. number and penon. Its ability to be freely inflected gives it great flexibility

in discourse usage. Discoune usage is given in parenthesis.

S. 3. l. I. AUIiliary Jnhainft«ted in 'Historiai preHat'

Story 8 page 60; story 12. page 14; Story 21. page 122llIld numerous other examples:

(tn-tale narrative/direct speech)

(74) layasalta vMdha.ndr.am tlllMblutwuis ~Juui

(75) <maya soha...

<ms+1NSlFIS with manifold-pl_ACCIN/S

aJUlbluzwuis ~Juui

eajoy+PART+NOMIMIS suy+PRESlJIS

'He c:oatiaualty "joyed manifold pleasures with her.'

Story 22. page 128 (m-tale narrative):

(16) atha laya 'naJfgasenaya salta

thus th.at+1NSlF/S Anaiiga.seni+1NSIFIS with

75

vtvtdhakri!5ri

manifold-play+ACClFIS



do+PART(MID!+NOM/MlS

~haJi

stay+PRESI3/S

'Thus he (olltiauously eajoyedlperformed manifold amorous spons with

Anaiigaseni.,

Story 3a, page 34 (direct speech):

(77) tva,., d1I.y5ytUtli ~1r8mi

you+ACClS PRT Iamcat+PART+NOMIF/S stay+PRESll/S

'I have been continually lamenting for you.'

Story 21, page 120 (direct. speech, past tense via the particle sma):'"

(78) lena salta namisukham anubhavanti

that+[NSlM/S with manifold-pleasure+ACCIN/S tnjoy+PART+NOMIFIS

~am;

stay+PRESlI/S PRT

1 CODtiaually eajoyed all pleasures with him.'

Story21. pagel20 (<lim:t speech):

(79) lam

that+ACCIMIS PRT

1 ruaaiaed piaiDs for bim..'

dlfylyGlftl t##I..u

pmet-PART+NOMIF/S stay+PRESftlS

Usually, Jambhaladatta docs DOt use sma to indicate past time, preferring instead the (perhaps
more ~live1y") Historical Present. It is possible that the inclusion of sma in this context
denotes a subtlemJaDCe:~ (3.2.118) swes that present tense with sma may indicate "an
action which is not CUJ'1"ClJt, and which was not witnessed by anyone". Thus.. the speaker may
be emphasizing the very private nature of their ".,arukham.
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Story 21. page 120 (direct speech):

(80) ram prapya lena

that+ACClM/S gain+ABS that+INS/MIS with

nmtSsuIcham alUl.bhavall.rf

manifold-pleasure+ACCINIS enjoy+PART+NOMIF/S stay+PRESIl/S

'When I had found him. I continually enjoyed all pleasures with him.'

s. J. 1. 2 Auxiliary';stha inflected in the Futun:

Story 22, page 126 (direct speech):

(81) ahani .sivasev.iri

I+NOM Siva-homage+ACCIFIS do+PART+NOMIF/S stay+FUT/l/S

1 shaD c:ontinuaUy do homage to Siva.'

s. J. 1. J AlIXiliary ';stha inflected in tbe Perfect:

The use of the perfect tense ofthe auxiliary verb locates the imperfective event in the past.

11lis is the only one oftbe 'old' past tenses to be so used: neither the imperfect (*anubhavcuis

~hat) nor the aorist (*anubhavaris asthi6) appears as an auxiliary in these constructions.

It will be noticed that the discouneIpragmatic function of this periphrastic predicate, with the

auxiliary inflected in the perfect, is the same as the discourse usage of the 'old' perfect tense,

described above (§3.3.1). This use as scene setting, summariziDg, topic shifting, etc. is

reflected in the perfect appearing at, or Ileat, the tad oftbe paragraph, where it again supplies

the "last word".
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Story I, page 20 (nearly at end):

(82) padmavatya aie~kham

PadmivatI+INSlFIS with all-pleasure+ACClNIS

IVIIlbllawuis tDSIluut

enjoy+PART+NOMIMIS Slay+PERFI3/S

'He continually tDjoycd all plea.sw-es with Padmavati".'

Story 1. page 14 (end ofparagrapb):

(83) lena mitravare'!D saha... kii10ni

mat+INSIMIS fHend~800d+[NSIMIS with... time+ACCIMIS

lIayamanas

pus+PART(MlD)+NOMIMIS stay+PERFI3IS

With that excellent friend, be continually passed the time.'

SIOry 6, page 52 (end ofparagraph):

(84) harisva-ni sarvM

Harisvimi+NOMlM/S and all+ACClMlPL

vismitas

'~

manifold-pleasure+ACClN/S

lool<-at+ABS wony+PPP+NOMIMIS stay+PERFIJ/S

'And H.arisvamin. since be saw that all bad done services. was perp'eud.'

Story 7, page 58:

(85) toyii /~ii saha

that+INSlF/S UVaJ:lYavati+[NSlF/S with

anubhavtuis tasthau

...joy+PART+NOMIMIS ...y+PERFIJIS

'He co.ti._any eajoyed perfect pleasure with LivaJ;tYavad.'
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Story 14, page 88 (end ofparagraph):

(86) lfin dkyayaM IIJSlIlOM

that+ACCIF/S PRT pioe+PART+NOMIMIS stay+PERFI3/S

'He c:onrinuaJly pined for her alone.'

Story 21. page 110 (at end of paragraph):

(87) Ie CQN'ai!... saka/asulcham

that+NOMIM/PL four+NOM/MIPL alI·happiness+ACCIN/S

lIIIMbluzvtutkls t4St1ut1J,.

enjoy+PART+NOMIMIPL stay+PERFI3IPL

'Those four c:onrinually enjoyed all happiness .'

5. J. 1. .. Auxiliary JstAiiJlnected in tbf: Dual:

Story 23. page 132 (m-we narration):

that-mother·father+NOMIDU much lameat+PART+NOMIDU

~1uIt~

suy+PRESI3IDU

Her mother and father toatiaudy lameated loudly.'

5. J. I.! AIUiIiary Jsthj"iaflected i.a die Middk Voice:

Introductory story. page" (end ofparagrapb--l:l.Imltor's inuoduction to tale):

(89) ..._...".,... ~

time+ACCIMIS Iud+PART+NOMIMIS remaia+PRESI3/SIMID

'....he continually speat the time.'
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Story 3, page 30 (in-tale narration):

(90) priyatamaya candraprabhays.._ *Rani

dearest+tNSIF/S Candraprabha+IN'SIF/S time +ACCIMIS

nayann

Iead+PART+NOMIMIS

~te

nemain+PRESIJ/SIMID

'.•. he passed lhetime...with his very dear Candnprabhi-'

Story 21, page 116 (in-we aarnrion):

(91) r~li.. laya sah.i

Riipavati+NOMIF/S that+INSIF/S with

'!JEs.il.pmi

aU-chat+ACCIM'lS

dO+PART(MID)+NOMIF/S

·~lr.ate

nmain+PRES/3/S/MID

'RiipavatI rt:mained ~onYeninl ...with her.'

S.3. 1. 6 JstlIaUH'd u a Luic.allDdepeadent Vail:

Story 4. page 40 (direct speech):

(92) riijaputro

Icing +NOMIMIS I+NOM

'I. a rajput,...stud het<..

Story13. page 82 (di=t speech):

(93) tUtJu.

...y+IMP/2/S

Wait!'
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Story 21. page 122 (narrationlhistorical present):

(94) ...lalrai 'va

PRT

nagare

city+lOCINIS Slay+PRES/3/S

akitir lake

disgrace+NOMIF/S people+LOCIMIS

'He remained there in the city.'

Story 22, page no (direct speech):

(95) kim lu tDSJI8

but PRT that+GENIFIS

stllasyaJi

stly+FlITI3IS

'However, a dreadful repolt ofher will ~raain among the people.'

Story 23, page 132 (direct speech):

(96) asmin de:Je srh~am

this+LOCJM/S place+LOC/MIS NEG stay+GERVE

1 will Dot stay in this place.' (Lit: 1t is not to be stayed [by mel in this place.')

5. 4 Present Participle with Auxiliary v.is

Although the lexical items vas and vsthli can both mean 'to stay, remain', and are both

employed in serial predicates, their uses are not identical. Whereas vsthainvariably results in

imperfective aspect, vas does so only occasionally. The vis construction seems to have a

strong discourse pragmatic fUnction, as did the perfect usages of v5th§, with similar results:

they are used as in-ta!e namuive past tenses either to summarize events (examples 97, 98) or

to provide setting of scene (example 99). They move the story line along and provide
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structure by thus forming a transition between events. They often occur in the context such

as ~One day...PPP+,isle... then... ~.

One usage of .isle by itselfis copuJar (examplelOl).

The form of the present participle is the same as with .;SlhH. it is inflected for person,

number, case and gender. The auxiliary, however, shows none of';sthKs flexibility. It appears

in one fonn only: stay+PRES/3/S1MID. Therefore., for simplicity's sake in the examples which

follow, only the lexical verb will appear in the gloss, with the grammatical information

understood in all cases.

5.4. 1 Examples ofType 3 (present Participle with Aul.iliary vas) from the Corpus

Stot}' 4, page 42 (in~tale narradve-summary):

do+PART+NOMIMIS stay

(97) evam riijasevam

thus king-service+ACCIFIS

kurvann fist.

'So he conlinuaDy did service to the king.'

Stot}' 6, page 52 (in-tale narradve):

Harisvimi+NOMIMIS and Icing~place+ACCIN/S

fist•

(98) harisv."r riijasthii1ani gacchann

go+PART+NOMIMIS

•tay

'Harisvamin was going to the Icing's palace.'
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Story 8, page 60 (in-tale narrative):

gacchann

Svetapa~a+NOMIMIS father+GENIMIS

(99) ivetapa~o._ pitur «feial

command+ABUMIS

me
own-country+ACCIMIS go+PART+NOMIMIS stay

·Svetapata, ...at his father's command was going to his own country.'

Story II, page 74 (in·laIe narrative):

(100) ...rija kri!4lln ast~

king +NOMIMIS play+PART+NOMIMIS stay

The king cagaged in amorous sport.'

Story 21, page 122 (direct speech):

(lot) pu~avatj nima nagari

l+GEN Pu~vati+NOMIF/S name+NOM/N/S city+NOMIF/S

'ndrasya 'mal'lNati 'va "$Ie

Indra+GENIMIS Amarivati+NOMIF/S PRT .tay

'My city ofPu~kari.vati is like Ineira's Amarivati.'

Example (I02) is the only exampleof.JSs whose lexical meaning is still intact:

Story 8, page 58 (direct speech);

(102) praaJN!asifiho

Praca:.J:14asinha+NOMIMIS

mahiiijal!

great-Idng+NOMIMIS

swzgr:hani

own-home+ACClNIS

vihaya "ste

leave-behind+ABS stay

'The great king ~QasiMa has abandoned his home and stays here'.
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5. 5 Present Panic:iplr: with Auxiliary vidyate

5. 5. 0 Background

The weakening of meaning involved in the auxiliary grammatica1ization process is very

clearly in evidence with vidyale. It is undoubtedly the most "semantically bleached" of the

auxiliary verbs used in serial consttuctions in tlle Velilapaflcaviri9:Ili. Indeed, determining the

exact meaning and fomt of this auxiliary is not a straightforward task. Vidyare is, as well,

significant from a typological point ofview. Therefore, a funher investigation into the origin

of the root(s) ofthis form, and some discussion of its possible interpretations, is necessary.

PiiQini's catalogue of verbs, the dhiitupil:ha, recognizes four different vid- roots :

L one belonging to class II-55 (ad-class) and meaning 'to know, learn, understand,

perceive' Unn) (P~ 1.2.8; 3.1.38; 3.2.61). This is probably the original and most

common meaning of the root.

2. one belonging to class VI-138 (tud.class) and meaning 'to find, discover, obtain' (libhe)

~ 7.2.68). This meaning, according to Whimey (1885/1963:160; also see Monier-

Williams (1899/1993:964» was "originally the same with the first meaning. In some of their

meanings, the two are so close together as hardly to be separable; and there are instances,

from the Veda down, ofex:changes ofform between them..~9

Whitney (1889/1967: 103) describes roots vid- 'to know' and vid- 'to find' as:
root forms held apart by a well established discordance of inflection and
meaning which are yet probably different sides of one root...In many such
cases it is doubtful whether we ought to acknowledge two roots or only one;
and no absolute rule ofdistinction can be laid down and maintained.



3. one belonging to class VII-13 (rudh-c1ass) and meaning 'to consider as. or take for'

(viciia1Je) (P~ 3.2.61; 8.2.56).

4. one belonging to class lV-62 (div-class) and meaning 'to be, exist' (soni{v.i'n) (pacini

32.61).

How are we to determine which of these four possible roots is the source of vidyale?

Many of the distinctions in meaning of the various roots are based on the 'glosses' for each

root, such as appear above (ftfi¥te, sottliyan etc.). However, as Cardona (1976:240) notes,

this may not be as reliable a guide as one would wish. Many scholars, ancient and modem,

disputed whether such meaning entries were originally included in Panini's dhituptil.ha: many

insist that these were post-P~ additions (see Cardona 1976 and references therein).

Cardona (1976: 162) descnbes arguments that they should be included as "not convincing".

Indeed, he insists (1988:99), "it is pretty certain. ..that thedh8lup~ in the form known to

the earliest P~yas ...did not contain these glosses." Nevenheless, as he points out,P~

did recognize homophonous bases whose meanings clearly differed, and whose various

manifestations were ttws assigned to differentgarps (conjugational classes of verbs). He cites

viti- as one ofthe clearest examples oftbis:

vidli'know' belongs to the second major group (vetti I veda), vida 'be, occur'
to the fourth major group (vUfyate, with a high pitched base vowel), and vi~

'find' is included in the sixth major group...(vi1Wti, vindtile, pass. vidyt:iJe)
(1988:125)
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It should be noted, however. that. with the possible exception of the founh class.~

meaning is not a criterion for assignment to a panicular class; such allocations are based on

the manner in which individual verbs fonn their present stems. This feature, what Whitney

terms "their most conspicuous difference", is. consequently, the basis of their principal

classification:

a verb is said to be of this or that conjugation. or class. according to the way
in which its present-stem is made and inflected (1889/1967:601).

Cardona notes (1988:126) that within each major group. verbs are further arranged

according to three criteria: wbetber they may be inflected with parasmaipada suffixes,

~pada suffixes. or both; whether their bases contain high or low pitched vowels (ud8tta

or anud8ita), and "whether they have fina1 sounds in common."

The active/middle distinction may indeed be helpful in determining which of the

homophonous vid-roots is intended: this is the solution which Sharma (1995:650-1) adopts

in determining which root is the one described in P8J;rini (3.4.83):

How do we know that the specified rOOt is nOt the one that means 'to exist'
(sarra), 'to think' (we"), or 'to gain' (/IiJIr:z)? We know this from the fact that
roots with the first two meanings do not allow active (parasmaipada)
endings.

According to Whitney (1889/1967:761), the fourth is "the only...class...which shows any
tendency toward a restriction to a certain variety ofmeaning. " L"!cl!Jded in class four are many
so-caUed 'psych' verbs, intransitive verbs, and verbs ofstate such as Ivtidh-ya 'be angry'. /cUp
ya 'be angry', kIOm-ya be weary', kswfh-ya be hungry', muh-ya be confused', his-ya be
pleased', kip-ya 'be hot', ~~-ya 'rejoices'.
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Another poS$l.ble 'diagnostic toor is the accent, in the early language a reliable guide to

the differentiation between~pada forms ofclass IV and the passive (Burrow 1955:329;

Mishra 1982:11S). Macdonell (19101l97S:332fl) notes that although all members of the

fOurth class show the predesinential suffix -;0+, they may nevertheless be described (at least

in the Vedic language) as falling into two distinct groups: some 70 or so roots with an

UDae«ated suffix, having transitive (parasmaipoda suffixes) or intransitivelstative meaning

(iitmanepada suffixes); the remaining 80 or so, with an accented suffix., having a distinctly

passive meaning (aU with fimanepada suffixes). M.acdoneU locates vidyate in this latter

(suffixally accem.ed (passive» group. but DOtes that, -the inlIexion is identical with that oftbe

radically accented -ya- class in the middle, differing from it in accent only·. Often it is only

the position of the accent which detennines differences in meaning between the two sub

groups: intransitive nniqate 'gets loose' vs. passive mJlC)dte 'is released' (Burrow 19S5:329ff,

Mishra 1982:114). To add to the confusion, this accent "occasionally fluctuates-. Macdonell

(191011975:331) notes further that vubs in this group. although they may be passives in form

are often "not so in sense", citing dhriytite 'is steadfast' as an example.

Group four verbs, with middle voice marlcing, ace thus formally bilbly ambiguous. even

with the accent, between the intransitiveIswive and the passive readins- Once the accent is

lost, and they become formally identical, it is easy to see bow the Hmantic ambiguity may

be similarly increased: does~ mean 'is found' (passive-IRJhe) or 'beIoccur' (intransitive.

satlay.,,)?
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Regrenably, for our purposes. this critical supra.segmental feature had ceased to be

distinctive in Sanskrit, even inP~ times. and certainly by the time of the composition

of this corpus. Thus. whereas the accent would once have given us sound evidence in

determining whether we were dealing with a passive form ofeither 'to know' or 'to find' (as

~e in the examples from Cardona. above) or an Jitmanepada form of'to be' (as vidyale),

the later language has lost this important contrastive feature.

Whereas Whitney (1885/1963: l59) lists the accentIess vidyale as a passive for 'to know'.

Monier-Wtlliams (1899/1993:965), Whitney (1885/1963:160) and MacdooeU

(195411976:282) seem to filvour 'find' as the source, a1l three listing the fonn with the accent,

viz. vidyille. Monier-Williams notes that the literal meaning ofthis root had been extended.

even in the Vedic language, to include a figurative, copulae sense of 'to exist, be', and

especiaI1y "in later language", the acceotIess vidyale was used to mean 'there is. there exists.'

He lists the funn vidyamMa as meaning either 'being found' or 'existent., existing'.

It is quite posstble that by the time oftbe composition ofmy corpus., the combination of

the semantic 'bleaching' trend, already clearly undeIl\o-ay in PiQini's time,'I and the loss of the

accent, combine and conspire to render the diachroDic origin ofvidyaJe virtually irrelevant.

The historical reJationship between the original Uteral sense ofany of the roots would very

likely have been lost, leaving only mctapborical. figurative sense ofsanayiin. In other words.,

See for example~ 3.3.146, where a word with the signification of'existence' may be am,
bhavati, or vidyale (Sharma 1995:568.9).
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~via)ote has been rest:ruetured as a separaJ:e root with its own inflection and meaning ('to be')"

(Hodcwritten communication).S1

Neverthless. I 6nd it diffia.J1t to believe that Jambhaladatta, as an educated Brahmin,

knowledgeable in ~al:arm:n and ninJcta and the subdeties thereof; would have been unaware

that historically, the consuuction with vidyaJe was analyzable in terms of its root vid'to find'

(loohe) and grammaticaJ morphology (derivational suffix -ya and kmanepoda endings -tel.

His choice of this particular lexical item. apparently a great favourite ofms., may bave been

quite deliberate: chosen because it is ambiguous-allowing sometimes one, sometimes the

other meaning to be foregrounded. This ambiguity allows vidyate to function somewhat as

an 'evidential' auxiliary. Recall (§2.2) that observation ofactivity was an important factor in

the description of evenu distributed on the time line: remote events., for instance., were

desaibed as~ 'not witDesscd'. This auxiliary could convey immediacy and 1iveliness'-a

sense of 'being there', as it were, by indicating that the subject 'is found' performing the

activity indicated by the accompanying present paniciple.

Usage in theVet~ does indeed give moog support to the interpretation of

~e as a ~restruetured~ etistential (copula) verb. The form occurs thirty times in the text,

Identifying vidyate in this manner bas consequences that are semantically, syntactically and
stylisticallyadvl.D.tageous. as we shall see in the discussions that foUow. Certainl.y from a
semantic standpoint it makes more sense for copular verbs to be construed as 8tmanepada
rather tban as parasmaipada: Could one 'be' for someone else? Thus. in copular vidyote,
semantics and morpbology are felicitously aligned in a one-to-one relationship, much as in
Modem Greek, where the verb 'to be' has been 'reassigned' from active to middle voice:
Ancient Greek: eimi 'I am' (active» Modem Greek: eimoi fund 'I am' (middle).
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interestingly, most often in the three stories "which are found in no other Sanskrit version of

the Veli1apaiicaviri!i:rri" (Emeneau t9J4II967:xv), and are thus deemed to be JambhaJadana's

own compositions: Stories 2t (fuuruses), 22 (five uses) and 23 (six uses). The satl8yWrr sense

seems clearly intended in the cases, discussed below, where vidya/e is used as an auxiliary

verb, and in the majority of its usages as a main, finite verb. often in identical contexts to

other existential verbs. Only one usage (example (118» seems to reflect more the sense of

liibhe.

Because of the various acknowledged ambiguities. both formal and semantic, involved

with Wa)'CZte, the problem arises as to how to best gloss this form so as to capture its complex

character. We cannot gloss it as an 5tmanepada form. ofvid 'to find', which would, of course

be viruJate (plural vindiinle). Glossing it as a passive may reflect its diachronic origins, but

synchronically, would not be completely accurate. for it filils to convey the form's

"reanalysed" character. Funhermore, were vidyale to be construed as a passive, Le. as a

karmaJ:i prayoga ofone ofthe vid- roots., we might quite logically expect to find an agentive

phrase collocated. with the form somewhere in the text, and we do not. We must acknowledge

that, in the absence oCthe accent, the form is truly ambiguous.

I have therefore taken a compromise position in glossing vidya/e as

rmd+PRESI3/SlMedil>-Passive, which I hope acknowledges both its historical and synchronic

significance. Such a designation is clearly consistent with that given the form ('Pass. or A.')

by Monier-Williams (1899/1993:965), Whitney, and Macdonell, as above. Furthermore, since

all ocaurences (save one) are formally identical, Le., appear in third person singular. present
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tasya

that+QENIM/S

tense form. for simplicity's sake only the lexica! gloss will appear, with all other information

(fiad+PRESf3ISlMedio-Passive) to be understood.

The ambiguous formal character of vidyate allows for equally ambiguous semantic

readings. For interpretation of the latter, following in the spirit ofP~ and the P~yas.

I will gloss vidyate as 'is' when I feel it is to be interpreted as sattay~, and as 'find' in the

single case where a more 'concrete' liibhe sense seems to be indicated.

S. S. 1 Examples ofvidyate as a Maio Lesic.aJ Verb used in the SeaseSDltayam

In the introduction to nearly every story, a phf:\se appears referring to the children. or

wives, which the main character in that panicuIar tale has. In the vast majority of the stories,

the narrator uses one of the three 'old' past tenses. as in examples (103), (104) and (105).

(103) Story 3, page 30:

parauamaJce!bri niina

ParikramakeSari+NOMIMIS name+NOM/N/S

putro 'bluzvat

son+NOMIMIS be+IMPERFI3/S

'He had a son named ParikramakeSari.' (Lit: ofbim was a son..)

(104) Story 3a. page 32:

tasya

that+GENIMIS

purro

son+NOMlM/S

dhanaclatto '61e~

Dbanadatta+NOMlM/S bet-AORl3IS

'He had a son Dhanadatta.'
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(105) Story 5, page 46:

lasya trayah purr-a babhiivuh

that+GENIMIS three+NOMIMJPL son+NOMIMIPL be+PERFIPUS

'He had three sons.'

Vidyate appears in an identical context to the above tense fonns of the copula;

(106) Story 2, page 26:

tasya manda-avail

that+GENIMIS Mandaravati+NOMIF/S

lumyii >N/yatL

daughter+NOMIF/S is

He had a daughter named Mandiravati'

nana

name+NOMIN/S

V;dyate is being used in (106) with past value in this context. This is, ofcourse, to be

construed as in Whitney (188911967;278), present used for "past action in lively narration".

TIle following examples also involve constructions ofa possessive genitive plus wdyate.

AlI appear in direct speech:

(107) Story 3, page 30:

... tasyIIS condraprabhiiJoh

that+GENIFIS Candtaprabhi+GENIF/S

>N/yatL

kr~ii ...

pet-hen-myna+NOMIF/S

'..this Candcaprabhi has a pet hen-myna' (Lit 'ofCandtaprabbi is a

pet hen-myna.1
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(lOS) Story21.paget14:

mamm '~a pratijifa vidyall!

l+GEN trus+NOMIF/S vow+NOMIF/S is

'I have [aken a vow to this effect.' (Lit: ofme is a vow... )

In all examples of this type ofconstruction, the experieocer-possessor (logical subject)

is marked with the genitive. and the grammatical subject., the (typically) animate being

possessed, appears in the nominative case. This type of coosuuetion is extremely common

both in Sanskrit and in South Asian languages in general. often indicating "inalienable

possession", as in Hindi (Kachru 1969).

Compare, for interest sake. a similar construction from Manipuri in these examples from

Chelliah (1990:200) (her examples 13 and 14):

(\09) '- ram-gi famli --ama lay

Ram-gen family-one be

'Ram has a family.'

b. ram-gi makut .-ema lay

Ram-gen band -one be

'Ram has a hand.'

'There exists a family ofRam.' 'There exists a band ofRam.'

Chelliah's renw1cs foUowing these examples are relevant to our interpretation of vidyaJe

as an existential verb, and its discoune use in this construction:

The tim free transJation provided here is the one given by informants.
However. since the experiencer-possessor in these constructions is not a
subject, the second free translation of (13. 14) provided seems to best reflect
the actual syntactic bracketing obtained by these constructions. In other
words, these constructions report states of being and do not express
possession.
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Venna (1990:89) notes that a similar distinction (as to whether the construction in the

genitive denotes 'possession'vs. 'sweofbeing') may also be seen in Hindi. where (llOa) (his

eumple 4a) denotes possession. and (lIOb) (his example 4b). -state of things in one's

(llO) "- ..... elc IaRkaa hai
l-p;•.obl. is 1 have a son'

b. men. elc IaRkaa haifjo... )
[-Ie•. is (who... ) There isa son ofmine (who. .)'

As can be.seen in Verma's examples. the Janer construction is used when further narrative

is to follow. Since this existential construction 'feeds into' subsequent description, its use can

be seen as a stylistic device for moving the narrative along. This would be consistent with the

discourse usages ofvidyate in -lively narrative-, above.

The foregoing remarks are also refevam: in determining the syntactic stanlS of the nominal

items in these typeS ofconstructions. Whether the genitive noun phrase is to be construed as

a subjea, 01" oat. is an ex:tremdy controversial topic., a full discu.ssioo ofwhich is far beyond

the scope of the present work. So< These concerns have significance for what follows in my

discussion, however, and corucquently merit a briefeIaboruion.

I have reproduced Verma's examples as they appear. See the cited source for details
concerning the transcription and glossing systems employed.

See Venna and Mohanan 1990; Hock 1991b forinsightfuJ discussions ofmany oftbe issues
involved.
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According to Hock (1991 b). not only do genitive noun phrases in these constructions in

SansIait exhibit important subject properties. such as appearing in clause-initial position. they

also can manifest -featur-es of agenthood.- such as control of absolutives. These possessor

noun phrases:

bave the same scmanticIpragmac prominence in their clauses as the subjects
ofEngiish 'bave'-<:oostruaions-, [therefoc-el...we may tentatively condude that
the possessor NPs are in fact 'possessive aee_tt (Hock 1991b:63).

These constructions., then, are highly significant from a typological standpoint as pan of

a larger typOlogical switch. mentioned in the introduction (described in Hock 1986), from

subjea-oriented syntax in the early language (Vedic mantras and yajus) to agent-oriented

(beginning with Vedic Prose and continuing on). Hock (1986) notes that, while in Early

Vedic, the surface subject nonnally appears as the first constituent in P-oriented

consuuctions, the later language shows an agent in that position. Thus:

... in the later language the agents or-P·()Iiented- constructions are treated
eacdy like the subject/agents ofactive constructions; the notion subject has
been replaced by the notion agent (Hock 1986:21).

Recall that this switch was reflected in both word order and in altered patterns of

absolutivc: control: in the earlier language. the surliace subject controlled absolutives, while

in the later language, this control is exercised by the agent (as in examples (38) and (51».

Vidyate figures prominently in a construction from the Ve/ilapanca\1ribti which Hock

(1986) identifies as an e«:eption to a significant aspect of this trend toward agent (vs. subject)
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control ofabsolutives. In the following example (his example (14», it is the surface subject

(riks.asi) of a "P-oriented" construction (vidyale) which controls the absolutives ilokya,

prakupya, bhiitva.:

(III) tadiiriksasinijakWltayiisaharamam~aJokya praJcupya latraiva
S Abs. Abs.

bhramari bhiitva. puspaghr~ vyijena vidyate (VetaIa. 136.3-5)
Abs. Pass.

'then the ogress, seeing him dallying with his own wife, becoming angry.
immediately becoming a bee. is founcl=tS as if drawn by the smell of a
blossom'

While vidyale may be fonnally passive in this example, (implying, to my mind the labhe

sense), the syntactic behaviour of the sentence may only be explained under the sallffy'"

reading: "That is, semantic, rather than purely fonnal-syntactic factors seem to govern

absolutive control" (Hock 1986:23). Ofcourse, the argument could be made that, once the

copular (intransitivel.i'manepada) sense is adopted, this construction is no longer properly

descnbed as "P-oriented"-its P-oriented status is no longer synchronically accessible or

relevant. In other words, this is not an exception to agent control ofabsolutives: under the

copular(~) reading ofvidyale, the agent and the patient may be perceived as one

and the same person. The passive construction Cis found') may be P-oriented, but the

restructured kmanepada (copular) manifestation ofvidyate is at the very least neuttal as to

orienwion (i.e., neither active nor passive, but middle). It will be noted that aU cases cited

ofvidyate used as an auxiliary verb (examples 119 to 126) involve a coUocated absolutive,
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which is controlled, as in Hock's example., by the (ambiguously oriented) surface subject of

vidyace. SS

It is clear from me foregoing lhat correa intefl'reution ofsentences involving vidyaJe

depends crucially on whether" we put more emphasis on the syntactic or the morphological

aspects ofthe phenomena..

This is certainly the case irJ the nat three examples. wbere wrongly constrUing vidyaJe

as a passive could lead to a misreading of these sentences. If in these examples. vidyace were

to be construed as the kannat! prayoga form of'to find', then nominative case would indicate

karman. the item 'found', and the noun marked with instrumental could quite possibly be

construed as the lrartr:. resulting in the reading ~e demoness (NOM) was found by the

harlot-form (INS>=-The harlot-fonn found the demoness'. This is clearly not what is intended.

Rather. the imtrumenlal is to be construed in the PiJ#nian sense (1.4.42), and in concert with

the san~.tn reading, as the -most effective means- by whicb her existence is manifested.

We noted above that the existential sense, rare in the early language., increased steadily into
the Classical '--By impIialioo, this mcr.asc wooId ba"" been puaIIeIed by a d........
in the passive usages (ItS diacbronic origins. as Hock notes. gradually becoming less and less
acccsSlole). How the vidyate construction 'behaves' syntaCtically, then (whether its surface
subject does or does not manifest absolutive control.. for instance), may quite possibly allow
us to dctennioe bow &r aloog a partieuIat usage is in the restructuring process-essentially,
how 'old' it is. Since the eampIe be cites is taken from Story 23, one of Jambhaladana's own
constructions, it would obviously be of later origin than most of the others tales in me
coUection. It is therefore quite likely that very little of the passive sense would remain in this
usage at all and the surface subject ofme fully restructured~padaverb, r~Z bas
lost nearly aU its patient stIlUS. and, though not fully an agent, is 'ageotive' enough. to control
abso1utive formation. Under this analysis, the behaviour of the subject ofvidyate, rather than
being an -exception- ae:tual1y SJIPPO'U Hock's theory.
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(112) Story 23, page 136:

vidyatt!

demoness+NOMIF/S harlot-fonn+INSINIS is

'An ogress is here in the form ofa harlot.'

(113) Story 23, page 134:

mama pita kumbhiaripeTJD mfita

I+GEN father+NOMIMIS crocodile-fonn+IN"SIN/S tTDber+NQMiFIS

jalaukihpef!D vU/yaIL

leech-fonn+INSINIS is

'My father appun in the fonn of a crocodile. and my mother in that of a

leech.'

The next five examples of vidyate used as a main verb all contain a locative phrase

describing where the subject 'is'fis found'. On the argument that the inclusion of the actual

place renders the denotatum ofthe verb somehow more concrete. more literal., we may say

that in the usages which follow much of the literal (IBbhe) meaning of the root still hoven:

the actual place where the subject 'is found' is named. Recall that vidyate has been

restructured as 8 member oftbe fourth (-ya) group ofverbs, 8 group which contains, as we

noted above. 8 significant number ofstative-.intransitives. Middle voice inflection, "8 feature

often associated with stativeness or intransitivity" Hock (1990:125), may have., as Whitney

(1889/1967:200) notes, a strong reflexive sense (also Lehmann 1974:98). In these usages,

then, the 'extended' copuJar meaning ofvidyate may be understood somewhat in the sense of
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Gennan sich bejinden 'find oneself= 'exist, be'M as in er bejindel sich don 'he is there' (Lit:

'He finds himself there'), or French se trouver. fA maiSOIJ.se trouve dans fa rue 'The:.oose

is on the street' (Lit: The house finds itselfon the street.')

(114) Story I, pages 22-23:

yogi vidyaJe

that+NOMIMIS yogi+NOMlM/S cemetery+LOCINIS is

The ascetic is in (he cemetery.'

(115) Srory 3, page 30:

yuvarijasya krJ:!B!jlko yatra .!i:Jyan.w;e

prince+GENIMIS plaY-parTo(+NOMIMIS where bed-chamber+LOCINIS

suvaT1JllPlliljarastho 'pi vidytlle.

gold-cage-standing+NOMIMIS PRT is

'In the same place in the bed-chamber where the prince's pet parrot was in a

golden cage...'

(116) Story 21, page 112:

kusumapuranagan...

Ku.su.mapura~LOCINIS... bar:!o(+NOMIF/S is

'In the city ofKusumapura. ..there is a harlot.'

Notice that this expression may be used when me place named is actual, as above, or
figurative: er befil'tt'kt nch im /rrtum 'he is wrong' (Lit: 'He is in error).
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(117) Story 21. page 116:

nagaraik.,te !iv~ane... topasvinl...

city-one-end+lOClN/S Siv;i.temple+LOCIN/S ascetic+NOMIF/S

vidyate

;s

1n an isolated part of the city in a temple ofSivi.. ..tbere is ..a female ascetic.'

!. S. 1 Eumple of vidylllt: as a MaiD Lexical Verb used in tbe Sense /abhe

Since: all prececding examples show a singular subject. vidyate invariably appears in the

same present tense. third person singular form. In the only case where we see what could be

interpreted as an inflected form ofvidyate. as in (118) below, Emeneau opts for the litera.!

meaning of 'to find':

(118) Introductory Story. page 6-8:

rarn~

..not jewels+NOMINlPl fiad+PRESl3lPlJMedi~Passive

•...jewels are not found..'

We oould ugue, however, that because oftbe ambiguity of the form. Emeoeau could just

as wen have rendered the phrase ]eweIs do DOt exist' or 't.he:re are DO jewels', especialJy sinu

Monier·WiIIiams (1899/1993:965) notes that, with no, the figurative existential sense, 'there

is'. is clearly preferred.
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5.5.3 Eumples ofType 4 (present Participle with Auriliary vidyau) from the

Corpus

Iambhaladatta's use of the 'frozen' present tense fonn of vidyale has some pleasant

pragmatic and stylistic consequences. As can be seen in the examples which foUow, the

present participle roUowed by auxiliary vidyale always appears in iJl.tale narration between

preterite tenses and forms. and is invariably tnmsIated by Emeneau as a past (continuous)

tense. The use of tile 'historical' present in this context may be seen as a deliberate stylistic

choice on the author's pan: the copular usage, in combination with the continuous aspect

indicated by the present participle, fonns a lively narrative 'bridge' between a previous event

described by an absolutive, (an event completed by the time of the participle-plus-vidyale

construction, often translated as a pluperfect), and that described by a (usually punctual)

past tense fonn: either a PPP or a Past Active Participle (pAP). Thus we get the structure

Bow(on tnnsIarion) 'PLUPERFECT> IMPERFECTIVE> PAST (PUNCTIJAL). The use

of the historical present form. may be seen as reinforcing this 'bridging' strategy. adding

immediacy to the narrative, hurrying it along from one event to another. In my examples,

where it is relevant, I have included the surrounding verbal forms, so that the reader may

oote this process.

This particular type ofoarntive sequence also makes heavy use ofternporal adverbials

and conjunctions, many ofwbicb I have also included where possible. Thus, in Hinrich's

terms, as quoted by Dimick (1991:~7)~adverbialsIS well as tenses enter into the system

ofevent structures~.and acting in concert, bind narrative events together.
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Since all usages are copular (i.e. salt~.in). present tense. th..d person singular. this

infonnarion will also not be given and is to be assumed by default, as above. Note that it is

always the surface subject of lIidyare (in middle voice with features of both agent and

patient) that controls the absolutive.

(119) Story 14. page 88:

athai 'kada.., rJija paurajan;, vihaya...

then once king+NOMIMIS townsfolk+ACClMlPL a.e+ABS

game+ACCIF/S do+PART+NOMlM/S

vidyaJ~.

be then

'nma1ayanli cinJavali

Unmadayanti +NOMIF/S think.+PAPIFIS

'One day...the king absented himself from the townsfolk and was playiDI

about...Then Unmadayanti thought.

(120) Story 16. page 96:

...duhilaTam

...daught..-+ACCIF/S t>k~ABS oigb1+LOCIFIS

gaccluur.tl vidyate. ananJaratri... caurah...

go+PART+NOMIFIS be after thief+-NOMIMIS

'bravl.

say+lMPERFI3/S

'She took her daughter and was just lOinl oil' at night ..when. ..a thief..said...'
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(121) Story 17. page 100:

/amy.

girl+NOMIF/S

vUlyate

be

ram r.fturi dhy3yaJui

rnat+ACCIMIS Icing+ACCIMIS pine+PART+NOMIF/S

The girl remaiaed piailll for the king.'

(I22) Story 21. page 114:

etasmin somaye sa

that+LOCIMIS time+LOCIMIS that+NOMIF/S

gacc1uufJi vidy/lle

ge>+PART+NOMIF/S be

'At that time, Rtipavati ..wu l0io.. along the road:

r~ti...

Rtipavat'i+NOMIF/S

(123) Story 22, page 126:

pitTgrhani

fUher-house+ACClN/S

5.ideYO...

~aSideva+NOMIMIS

Ja:tva...
Iove--god-wonIUp+ACCINIS do+ABS

-4--1 vUIycL taJoh

n:tuf1l+PART+NOMIF/S be then

Uttopi:!ito 1J1ttnot

!ove-.smite+PPP+NOMIMIS be+IMPERFIJIS

'(Sbe)...worstUped the love god and wu just rt:tunllIIl to her father's bouse.

Then 5aSideva. ..was smitten with love. '
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(124) Story 22. page 126;

lafra garva tivasev;in acaranti

there gO+ABS Siva-homage+ACCIFIS do+PART+NOMIF/S

vidyat~.

be.

lalaS lasya mohali siddhi,. bhiila

then that+GENIFIS great+NOMIF/S power+NOMIF/S be+PPP+NOMIFIS

'(She) went there and c:ontinuaUy did homage to Siva. Then she obtained great

power.'

(125) Story 23, page 136:

tada S4 .. atisundormri dr:~a lena

then that+NOMIF/S very-handsome+ACCIM/S see+ABS that+INSlM/S

sammri krifanti vidyat~ atha... dinam

with play+PART+NOMIF/S be then day+ACCIN/S

ekani na "gatalJ.

one+ACC!N/S NEG go+PPP+NOMIMIS

'She., seeing that (he) was very handsome., bad intercourse with him

continually. Then...one day he did not go.'

(126) Story 23, page 136:

vid}rina kaJani

this+INSIM/S manner+IN"S/M/S time+ACCIM/S

tul.YamBIw vidyate

lead+PART(MID)+NOMIMIS be

'In that way he spent some time.'
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this thesis I have described and enumerated examples ofverbal forms, both finite and

non-finite, synthetic and analytic. which arc used to narrate past events in the

VetNapaiicaviri!iI. a work of Late Classical Sanskrit This investigation yielded cenain facts:

The three finite preterite tenses, the aorist, imperfect and perfect, which were categorially

distinct during the Vedic period, were used virtually interchangeably in this corpus to relate

past events, consistent with the acknowledged semantic collapse of these three fonns in the

post-Vedic period. Although they were used in nearly equal proportions with the 'new'

panicipial tenses, they appear in a stylized and somewhat repetitive and restricted context

within the tales themselves. although they showed beavy use in the introductory paragraph

of each story. This usage was considered to reflect such "themes and fannulas" as are

common in setting the scene for oral narratives.

The perfect alone showed some independent pragmatic function: it was used as a

summarizing and transition tense., both in its capacity as a finite verb and as the auxiliary

component ofnon-finite analytic constructions. This finding accorded well with that ofGivan

(1977), who noted such a role for the perfect in Biblical Hebrew and with those ofU and

Thompson (1982), who record a similar function for the perfect marker Ie in Mandarin

Chinese. I suggest that the former function of the perfect as the tense for describing remote
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events or "permanently established" facts allows it to be used in this capacity - as the 'last

word'. so to speak.

Past imperfective events were expressed by combining the present (imperfective)

participle with the auxiliary tifl!tati, either in the present (historical present). which could be

accompanied by the: particle sma. or in the perfect lasthau (as in anubhavan/os tasthulJ 'They

continually enjoyed'). Neither the imperfect form (-lcurvaris ati.rrhal, which is found in earlier

works., see foomote 41) nor the aorist form (-fcurvaris atth_, which is found in Pili

(Mayrhofer 1951» ofany auxiliary verb was so used.

The Historical Present was commonly used, in approxima1e1y twenty-five percent of

cases, as a vehicle for lively oarmion ofpast events, consistent with its acknowledged use in

this capacity "throughout all periods oftbe language" (Bloomfield and Edgerton 1930: 142).

Both main verbs and the auxiliary component of analytic constrUctions (vidyate, tif1.hatt)

showed this discourse function.

Two non-finite forms were used to relate past. (perfective/retrospective) events, the P-

oriented PPP and the A-orientec1 PAP. The former is based on the OIA -to participle, and

considered to be ofcritical imponance in the development ofergative typology, and in the

switch, desat"bed by Hock (1986). from subjccr:-oriented to agertt-oriented syntaX..

The rise of this fonn wu a direct cooscqueoce of the 'atrophy' of the three synthetic

forms. As BubeoiJc (1994:103) notes:

The speakers of Old lndo-Atyan could chose among the active imperfect,
perfect and aorist for the namtion ofpast imperfective and perfective actions.
The non-tinite passive constrUction lena~ (by him made) was only an
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alternative way of saying 'he made' (calc"'a or c:ik....fOt) in Old Indo-Aryan,
whereas in Middle £ndo-Aryan lena kar.a became the only way ofsaying it.

In the absence of the active-passive contraSt. the conmuction with the -ta participle

became syntactic:a1Iy ambiguous between the passive and ergative. Much of this ambiguity is

dearly evident in this corpus: the distinction is not yet anchored in morphology, as it would

later be in Hindi.

The second non-finite form used to relate past events was the PAP constructiOrl AJthough

it is based on the PPP, it is 'activated' by the possessivizing suffix -vam and is clearly

interpreted as an active form, with its agent/subject in the nominative case.

AJthough I dispute Whitney's claim that the -to participle was used in ninety percent of

cases for the description of past events, and suggest the more conservative thiny percent

overall. it is nevertheless clear that the P~riented participle in -to is clearly preferred by

Jambbaladatta over the A-oneoted participle in -ta\I01U. It is approximately three times as

common as the A-oriented -tavam participle for the narration of past events in this corpus.

The aspectUaI ambiguity of the -to participle (retrospective/perfective) was rc:Bected also in

a ccn:ain amount offima:ioaal overlap in the aspec:tUa1 nature ofthe -ta and -taVan1 participles

as used by Jambbaladarta.: while primarily used to indicate perfectivity (past tense), both

participles showed secondary manifestations of retrospectivelswive aspect.

Although the impertiective, perfective and retrospective aspectS wa-e weu represented by

the participles in the 'old' system, kurwmt (imperfective) krant (perfective) caJo:vWis

(retrospective), and the contrast: imperfective lIS. perfective/retrospective in the new system,
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kurwvlt (imperfective) "S. ItJ:ta (vant) (perfective/retrospective), the same cannot be said of

imperfective aspect in the 'old' system of past finite forms. Noting the communis opinio that

the Sanskrit synthetic imperfect did not convey imperfective aspect (Speijer 1886/1980:244;

Goldman and Sutherland 1987:131; TaraporewaJa 1967:70; Macdonell 1916/l975:312;

Whitney 1889/1967:201,227,278; lasanoff 1978:15), I suggested that the rebuilding process

sought to redress this state ofaffairs by the increased use of periphrastic forms which were

overtly marked for imperfective aspect.

Imperfective/continuous events in this corpus are. with few exceptions, rendered by the

use ofanalytic constructions.. consisting ofa present participle and postverbal auxiliary. Three

awciliary verbs were used in these analytic constroetions: Jstha'stay'. Jas'stay,sit', and ,,;dyale

>Jvid'find', in various stages ofsemantic bleaching. with ,fvjd the most bleached, Jsthatbe

least. Vi~e was noted to be significant from a typological standpoint as a reanalyzed middle

voice verb (with features of both A·and P--orientation) whose 'subject', either oblique

(genitive) in possessiveIexistentia1 constructions, or nominative in periphrastic constructions,

controUed absolutive fonnation.

The periphrastic construction consisting of the PPP and auxiliary Jas 'to be' was used in

most cases to convey retrospective aspect. It was used in direct speech in the function of the

'old' aorist (Whitney 1889/1967:20 I) for the description of recent events.

In systemic terms., lambbaJadana's 'idiolect'/artistic dialect as used in this corpus may be

portrayed as consisting of two systems: the system af'old' finite forms, the imperfect, aorist

and perfect, which gene:raUy refer to past time events., and the 'new' system of(A- and P
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oriented) panicipial analytic forms, which r indicate is heavily skewed to the expression of

oven aspecrual distinctions.

As well as indicating the essential role that aspea plays in a verbal system, this increased

use ofanalytic fonns to indicate aspectual distinctions accords well with the universal trend

toward analycity. a tendency clearly indicated by Hewson and Bubenik's (1997) extensive

cross-linguistic study of a wide range of data drawn from numerous Indo-European

languages. Given that analytic constructions are, by definition, "morphologically more

perspicuoos". and further acknowledging the primacy ofaspectual over tense distinctions. as

evidenced both in language acquisition studies, and in studies such as this which describe the

rebuilding of verbal systems, the suggestion could be made that analytic constructions are

preferred over synthetic verbal forms because they more clearly and adequately convey these

aitical aspectual distinctions. There is. quite simply. more morphological substance to make

such distinctions clear. The increasing use of analytic fonns could be seen as a strategy to

overcome what could be perceived as a 'deficiency' in the old finite system, and to incorporate

clearly marked imperfective aspect into the verbal paradigm.

In order to thoroughly address some of the impanant theoretical issues raised in this

thesis. a much larger and more varied corpus would be required. Works ranging over a more

extensive time period., and employing different literary styles. would need to be consulted. It

is my hope. however, that the present study has shed a considerable amount of light on the

issues of tense and aspect in this one work ofLate Classic:al Sanskrit.
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Sto I 1 :
Sto I 2 '
Sto r 3a i

APPENDIX 1

FORlvlS USED FOR TIlE EXPRESSION OF PAST EVENTS"
il.\R'!'ICIPLES ·FINITE T~NSES ; j I :

[a I tavant I 'old' I HP ITOTAL i % ta i % new i % old ! % HP
211 12: 271 17i 77 27! 431 35: 22
101 41 8! 91 31 32! 45i 261 29

61 2 161 SI 291 21 28' 55! 17
Sto I 3b I
Sto i 4 !
SIO I 5 I
Sto I 6 I
Sto I 7 !
Sto 8 i
SIO 9 ,

Sto 10 I
Sto ! 11 !
Sto I 12
SIO 131
Sto 141
Sto I 15
Sto I 16
Sto I 171
Sto I 18 I
Sto I 19
Sto 20 I
Sea 21 i
Sto 22
Sto 123
StorY ! 24.
StorY . 25 1
TOTALS

9, 5; 13 61 331 27 421 39, 18
121 2: 14 13! 411 291 341 341 32

71 0 51 101 221 32 321 231 45
6 41 13 8 31 191 321 421 26
41 61 181 8 361 111 281 501 22
21 11 101 8 21 10 14 48 38
1 21 4 7 141 71 21 29 50
81 51 18 7 38 21 341 47 18
21 1 101 41 171 12 18 59 24
4113 42218235918

191 4 261 14 63 30 37 411 22
5 6 11 3 25 20 44 441 12
5 3 20 7 35 14 23 57! 20
8 7 14 10 391 211 38 36 26

101 0 15 16 41 24 24 371 39
2 11 71 61 16 13 19 44 38
41 11 71 5 17 24 29 41 29
21 3 51 3 13 151 38 38 23

60 91 37 41 147 41 471 25 28
331 9 22 21 85 39 49 261 25
25 31 18 15 61 41 46 301 25
12 3 9 101 34 35 44 26! 29
28 2 30 4 64 44 47 47 6

305 96 390 261 1052 29% 38% 37%1 25%
Percentage ofpast events descnbed WIth -fa participles 28.99U1o
Percentage ofpast events described using the -tavant participles "" 9.13 %
Percentage ofpast events described with 'new' participial tenses ::: 38.12%
Percentage ofpast events descnbed with 'old' finite narrative tenses "" 37.07%
Percentage ofpast events described with Historical Present:: 24.80010

"There is a certain amount of'judgment exercised in forms included. Only main verbs which
clearly represent past events are enumerated. No auxiliary components of aspectual
periphrastic constructions are included.
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